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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1874 and are then analysed in the laboratory under the super- a | IMtendence Of Dr. Gilbert, the amount of dry matter, ash 
__—_. | and nitrogen being determined. The advantages of this THE ROTHAMSTED AGRICULTURAL systematic mode of experimenting are very great. Carried INVESTIGATIONS on in the same manner for so many years, these experiments [? has become a trite remark, that while both the | 2Swerquestions relating tothe exhaustion of soil, to the per- 

progress and teaching of Science are fostered in most | Manent effect of manures, to the effect of season upon the educated countries by the care of the State, they mainly | Produce, With the aid of the laboratory investigations depend in our own country on the exertions of private | they teach us what proportion of the various ingredients individuals ; this fact is perhaps, however, more strikingly | Supplied in the manure is recovered in the crop, and 
seen in the case of agriculture than in any other instance. | how the composition of the plant is affected by the The traveller in Germany will find scattered over the | various conditions of the soil. In conjunction with ana- country, some forty Experimental Stations and Agri. | lyses of the soil and of the drainage water, we learn what 
cultural Academies, establishments which are devoted to | becomes of the manures applied, how deeply they have i the investigation and teaching of scientific agriculture | penetrated into the soil, what is the loss suffered through H and are maintained by their respective States, The | drainage, &c. A single field experiment thus thoroughly — German farmer has thus the means of becoming | and patiently carried out touches half the domain of 
acquainted with the true science of his business, and | agricultural chemistry, and supplies information of the 
provision is at the same time made for the investigation | most solid and valuable kind. if 
of the various problems with which his work abounds. The value of every trustworthy investigation is in- In England the state of things is, alas, wholly different. | creased as others are completed which compare with it ; it We have just one college—that at Cirencester, devoted to | the work at Rothamsted thus derives an additional value 
the teaching of scientific agriculture, and one Experi- | fromitsextent. During the last thirty years Messrs. Lawes mental Station—that at Rothamsted. There is indeed | and Gilbert have investigated in the manner described all 
some experimental work done by local Farmers’ Clubs, | the principal farm crops, experimenting both on each |! but this is generally only with the object of comparing | Singly, and also on their behaviour when grown in rotation. ‘ 
the effects of the various manures that are in the market, | As the results are gradually published, and we are able | i and with no scientific aim or result, Yet England pre- | to compare the behaviour of different crops grown on the a 
eminently needs the help of Science to direct economi- | same soil, with the same manures, and in the same sea- til cally her vast system of agriculture. The art of agri. | Sons, the special characteristics of each crop become | 
culture is here in a higher state of development than on | Plainly shown by contrast with its fellows, and we gradu- i f the continent. More capital is here invested in the | ally learn the part which each is fitted to play in a scien- ‘) land ; more attention has been paid to tillage, to arti- | tific system of agriculture. ill 
ficial manures, and to the breeding and feeding of stock. Nitrogenous manures are of primary importance if vie The British farmer succeeds because he is a practical | luxuriant cereal crops are to be raised, the natural supply fit man, and has good common sense, and the enterprising | Of combined nitrogen from the atmosphere being very spirit of his race ; what might he not do if he thoroughly | small, and the crops in question having little power for =f understood the principles which underlie his art? assimilating the forms of nitrogen chiefly present in the ale If we’have but one agricultural station in England we | Soil. Nitrogenous manures are, moreover, as every farmer Wie have at least reason to be proud of it. The work done at | knows, very expensive, and it is a matter of great import- ip Mr. Lawes’ estate at Rothamsted is not to be equalled by | ance to employ them in the most economical manner. He that of any of the foreign stations ; indeed, in several | Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert, knowing the composition of _ {| departments of investigation it might safely challenge a | the manure that has gone on to their fields, and the com- fe comparison with their united efforts. This excellence has | position of the crops that have been carted off, can ji... 
arisen from the systematic and thorough manner in which | tell exactly what proportion of the nitrogen applied has ff i the subjects taken up have been treated. We cannot better | been assimilated by the plant. They find, on an average , Is 
illustrate this than by referring to the last contribution from | of twenty years, that wheat assimilates about 45 percent, [f I Rothamsted, a report by Messrs, Lawes and Gilbert on | Of the nitrogen in a spring dressing of nitrate of 1 b the growth of barley.* sodium, and about 33 per cent. in the case of an if ft 

In one of the experimental fields barley has been grown | autumn dressing of sulphate of ammonium, and only 3 a , 
for twenty years, and the experiment is still progressing, | 144 per cent. of the nitrogen supplied by farm- Hl! 
The field is divided into plots of about one-fifth of an | yard manure. With barley, the proportion assimi- >f ht: acre ; some of these have never received any manure | lated is rather greater, being 49 per cent. for a Spring rfipi! during the twenty years ; the others receive some one or | dressing of ammonium salts. The question as to what « ne 
more of the food constituents which barley requires, Thus | becomes of the large proportion of unused nitrogen is 27)" one is manured with phosphates, a second with alkalies, | Clearly of the highest importance. Analyses of the soils, 4 i a third with ammonia, a fourth with ammonia and phos- | and of the drainage water, throw much light on the sub. - i - 
phates, a fifth with ammonia, phosphates, and alkalies, | ject. The soils of the wheat field have been analysed - it 
&c. The same manures are always applied each year to | down to a depth of 27 inches. A considerable part of = fit:ly 
the same plot. At harvest the crops are carefully weighed, | the missing nitrogen is found to be actually present in the ‘1 vf 

* «Report of Experiments on the Growth of Barley for twenty years in suc- soil, but since it has scarcely any effect on the or ops, it t i ie egcin pate eg anda by Journal the Raph dg et Jn is apparently in some state of combination unsuitable for 4 vik i 
3873, 89 and 275. the plant’s use. A still larger portion of the nitro- HIB! 
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| 3 NATURE [ Feb. 26, 1874 
i gen is, however, not to be found in the soil, but the Yesterday (the 25th) was the last day on which instruc- i examination of the drainage waters from the different | tions could be sent out by telegram touching the dis- 
4 plots exhibits so large a content of nitrates, that calcula- | posal of the body. We cannot believe that the neces- 
i tion leads to the belief that in the case of ammonium | sary orders have not been despatched; for the 
K salts and nitrate of sodium the loss of nitrogen chiefly | wishes of the country are well known, and have been 

takes place in this manner. Chemists knowing that sufficiently expressed. With the body will arrive all 
: ammonia is readily absorbed and firmly held by soil, had | Livingstone’s faithful followers, who were engaged on 

never anticipated that so considerable a loss might occur | the understanding that they were to receive a certain 
, by drainage. It plainly appears, however, from these re- | fixed monthly payment. There were Chumah and the 

sults, that ammonia when applied to the soil is quickly | two or three other men who had been with him since 
converted into nitric acid, and in heavy rains may be | 1865. There were Jacob Wainwright and the other Nas- 
easily washed out. During autumn and winter there is | sick boys, and the men sent up to Unyanyembe in the 

q little evaporation from the soil, and no consumption of | summer of 1872; and there were the men engaged in the 
( water by a growing crop ; as soon therefore as the surface | interior by Dr. Livingstone himself. A sum of about 
‘. soil is saturated most of the subsequent rain-fall will pass | 1,000/. will be required to pay off these loyal and faithful 
hs into the subsoil, or find its exit through the drains, The | servants of Her Majesty’s Consul, Yesterday was the 
i authors calculate that if the drainage water contains | last day on which an order for the payment could be 

7 ti I part of nitrogen in 100,000, and many of the waters | sent out. Has this been done? The people of England 
iF analysed were much richer, there will be a loss of 2°26ths | have a right to an answer, and an immediate answer, | b of nitrogen (equal to about 23 Ibs. of guano) for every inch | for if the Government hesitates, the country will never 
| 5 of rain that passes beyond the reach of the roots. It is | allow this disgrace to come upon it. 
I: evident, among other conclusions from these important | As soon as the full details arrive by the next mail, it will 

| f facts, that ammonia should only be applied to the land in | be fitting that we should give our readers a memoir of the 
i the spring, when the crop is able to make immediate use | illustrious martyr to Science who has passed away. But 
| ofit. It may also be found that on gravelly and sandy soils, | now we desire to know—and all England will join with us 
1 which have little power of holding water, organic forms of | in the inquiry—whether orders were sent out by telegram 
5 i nitrogen, as rape cake and farm-yard manure, may be more | on the 25th, respecting the disposal of Dr. Livingstone’s 

. certain in their effects than ammonia or nitrates. The | body, and the payment of his followers, the devoted ser- 
i; organic manures being only slowly rendered soluble in | vants of Her Majesty’s Consul ? 
A the soil, can suffer comparatively little loss from sudden Lieut. Cameron, in conducting the search expedition, 
, rain. The subject of the economic application of nitrogen | has suffered terribly from fever and ophthalmia, and has 
if: is being further investigated at Rothamsted. been obliged to incur heavy expenses. But he has dis- 

he We have no space to do more than allude to the re- | played the best qualities of an explorer. He is a good 
i searches which have been conducted at Rothamsted in | Manager of natives, an excellent walker, an accurate 
1¥' the department of animal chemistry : the experiments on | astronomical observer, a linguist, and a man of indomit- 
it: the fattening of stock, and on the composition of the car- | able perseverance. He is now pressing forward on a 
i case produced, have been equally important in their re- | perilous and important dufy, and we trust he will carry 

| sults with those field experiments we have referred to. | with him the generous sympathy of the Geographical 
ft | Of the indebtedness of Science to Mr. Lawes’ unique | Society, and of the public generally. 
rE and costly experiments we need not speak, the facts are} 
iF so plain that they speak for themselves. Nor need we state 

H. | the moral. The addition to the national wealth which POST-TERTIARY GEOLOGY 
ie has accrued from the discoveries made by Mr. Lawes | The Great Ice-A £¢ and its relation to the Antiquity of 
i is already enormous. It must be borne in mind that | J/an. By James Geikie. (W. Isbister and Co. 1874.) 
| this benefit has arisen from accidental researches, L 
| for Mr. Lawes was not compelled to take them up, EVERY field-geologist, who works in northern lati- 
; { nor is he bound to continue them. Now if such work tudes, soon comes to know what is meant by Drift. 
i ; 38 not national work, The Royal Observatory ought to | Tp his attempts to trace the superposition and run across 

i; be shut up to-morrow, for the work done there is not | the country of the solid rocks, he is always sooner or 
| one jot or tittle more important. later brought up by coming across masses of stony clay, 
BOO rave], and sand, which bury them to greater or less 

7 DR. LIVINGSTONE depths, and more or less completely hide them from 
CS THE telegram, dated at Aden on the 23rd of this | view. These superficial accumulations lie indifferently 

; month, announces that Lieut, Murphy is bringing | on all members of the bedded formations; they occur 
y's the ~body of Dr. Livingstone down to Zanzibar, while | now in detached patches, and now spread like a pall over 

: Lieut. Cameron has passed onwards to Ujiji to recover Dr. | vast tracts of country. 
i Livingstone’s papers and to continue his work. The story In the latter case it is clear that they would soon make 
"of those faithful negroes having carried the body of their | their presence felt by the way in which they effectually 
_{ beloved chief over hundreds of miles is one of the most | mask the geological structure of the ground they cover ; 
‘romantic in history, and is a fitting close to the noble | it was impossible, therefore, that they could be for long 

life of the great explorer. Dean Stanley, we are in- | ignored altogether, but they seem for a time to have been 
, i formed, has proposed that the remains of Livingstone | looked upon as sdimething very inferior in interest and im- 

' shall find a last resting-place in Westminster Abbey. | portance to the older and more regular formations; in some
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cases, perhaps, as little more than troublesome hindrances | the conclusion that the whole country had been once 
to the making of a good geological map. Thus it came | swathed in one widespread ice-covering. About the same . 
about that deposits of this class were lumped together | time Sir Charles Lyell attributed the formation of portions 
under the comprehensive title of Diluvium or Northern | of the Scotch drift to the action of land-ice. ; 
Drift: and that, in the few cases where any geologist The right clue was now found, and it only remained for | 
thought them worthy of more than a simple recognition, | others to follow it up. A great step was made by Prof. | 
the explanations offered of their origin were crude and | Ramsay when, some ten years later, he deciphered the { 
unsatisfactory. Some of these explanations we may just | story written on the Drift-beds of North Wales, and i" 
glance at. In the days when evolution and continuity | determined the broad succession of physical changes that , 
were doctrines yet undreamed of, it was imagined that | had led to their formation. He pointed out that there \ 
between any two consecutive geological epochs there | had been two periods of cold, the first of intense severity, [ 
intervened a period of chaotic turmoil, one result of | and the second less rigorous, and that between the two 1. 
which was, that a clean sweep was made of the life of the | there came a milder interval, during which depression |, 
epoch that had just closed, and the ground prepared for | brought the sea up the flanks of the mountains to a | 
‘the introduction of the life of that which was to follow. | height of 2,300 feet above its present level. b 
Supposing this to have been the general course of past Still however the importance of the Drift was far from I 
events, some referred diluvial accumulations to the series | being fully recognised. For many years no notice whatever ae 
of convulsions which came in like a great gulf between | was taken ofit on the maps of the Government Survey ; and I 
the age of man and the last of geological eras. It could | when at last it met with a tardy recognition, Drift was | : 
not be reasonably objected to such an hypothesis that it | still for a while Drift “and it was nothing more,” a some- 7 
called to its aid agencies the like of which we had never ! thing agriculturally important and therefore not to be | 
seen, and the like of which, as far as our knowledge of passed over by the economic geologist, but hardly a great [.% 
the economy of nature went, it was most improbable had | formation with a story to tell as long, as varied, and as iff 
ever been in operation ; there was the ready answer, that | interesting, as any that geology had hitherto revealed to | 
during periods which werc essentially abnormal, anything | us. It is significant that ever so eminent a pioneer as a 
was possible. This made such explanations easy to | Prof. Ramsay did not deem these deposits worthy of more «: 
frame and easy to uphold, and they commended them- | than incidental notice in his otherwise exhaustive Memoir i 
selves readily to the indolence of mind and impatience of | on the Geology of North Wales. The Drift in fact was 
accurate thought from which few of us are altogether | somewhat on the position of a nouveau riche, who is 
free. The same may be said of the notion suggested by, trying to work his way into “ society,” and it had up-hill 
but we cannot say based upon, the phenomena of the | work before it was admitted into the exclusive circle of . 
great ocean wave of earthquakes, “that somehow and | the old respectable formations. 
somewhere in the far north a series of gigantic waves was But its turn came at last, and amid the band of geo- | 
mysteriously propagated,” which “ were supposed to have logists, who have helped in the work of securing for it | 
precipitated themselves madly on over mountain and | the attention to which it is fairly entitled, the brothers .. 
valley alike, carrying along with them a mighty bur- | Geikie occupy prominent places. The one gave us in |.) ) 
den of rocks, stones, and rubbish,” and that by this 1863 his paper on the phenomena of the Glacial Drift of « 
means the piles of diluvium had been heaped up. Again, Scotland, in which he offered a masterly summary of all /}: 
the name diluvium was founded on the idea that its | that was known on the subject up to the date of its publi- | 
deposits were the relics of Noah’s flood ; and the notion cation, and settled for ever the claim of land-ice against ° 
that we had in them a proof of the accuracy of the Bib- ice-bergs to have been the agent that formed the Scotch | 
lical record was so very welcome, that it was accepted | Till; and now the other comes before us with the goodly ° 
and stuck to in spite of the absence of evidence in its volume, whose title stands at the head of this article, and 
favour, and so contributed, perhaps as much as anything | which can be cordially recommended both to the geo- |... 
else, to postpone the true solution of the problem. logist and the general reader. Its account of the labours 

But by degrees light began to dawn on the subject. | and conclusions of previous workers is all but exhaustive, "| 
Playfair had attempted to turn the attention of geologists | but it is far more than a mere résumé, a long practical | 
to the proper quarter, when he suggested that the most acquaintance with Drift-deposits has enabled the author to : . 
powerful agents which Nature employs for the moving of | add materially to our knowledge of the course of events. 
rocks are the glaciers ; but his hint lay for a while un- | that accompanied their formation, and in some cases has ‘ 
heeded. In 1837, Agassiz arrived at the conclusion that | led him to demur to views hitherto all but universally. ': 
the glaciers of the Alps had been formerly far larger than accepted ; and his own contributions and criticisms are) ! 
at present. He had studied the smoothed and furrowed | as remarkable for the boldness of their originality as for'’: 
surfaces which occur everywhere below glaciers, and had the soundness of the reasoning by which they are upheld. 
found that the rocks displayed markings exactly identical At the same time the explanations are so full, and the. ' 
with these far beyond the range of the present ice. He | method of handling so free from technicality, that witha, ; 
explained his views to Buckland, who then saw the mean- | moderate amount of attention the book may be under- 
ing of certain surface features which he had observed, but stood, and its reasoning followed, by those who had pre-..__: 
had not previously understood, in the British Islands, viously little or no geological knowledge. ' 
The two geologists visited Scotland together in 1840 ; A large part of the work is taken up by a careful anc: | i 
found over the length and breadth of the land scorings | detailed description of the Drift-beds of Scotland, whict. . /. 
and polishings which ice—and, as far as their knowledge country the author has chosen as a typical area. A i 
went, nothing but ice—could have made, and came to | better selection could not have been made, for in nc,’ | 
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dance at the spots where the currents tending to their of various minerals, Grunochite, an optically uni-axial | formation must have prevailed as the land went down ; diamond, mative Copper, Roselite, &c. The number Opens L . in cols, then straits connecting opposite firths from which | With a short 0 > tuary netice of Naumann, 4] tides would flow in on either side: at the openings of |, he Mittheilungen are under the charge of Prof, aa 1 burd Tschermak, so well known through the scientific world for , 
mountain valleys, where the stream with its gravel bur len his many and valuable contributions to mineralogy and {it was then met by the incoming tide; on low plateaus lying lithology, 

i between what were then estuaries, over which opposing Prof. Tschermak occupies the position of Director of 1 currents would sweep each high tide; and in other simi- the Royal Mineralogical Museum of Vienna, a collection HH 
lar situations 

which in beauty and completeness is not inferior to that —_‘{j: | ‘ h K f d he land sunk, or durin of the British Museum, while it Surpasses the latter in the ‘lf 
__ But were the Kames formed as the land sun ‘9 OF & | arrangement of the objects exhibited, especially in refer. _|[!1: 
its subsequent emergence? One would be inclined to | ence to the good of the general public, The Museum ti say during the latter period, for any heaps piled up by | has been much enriched within the last four months by i fi the incoming sea would be liable to be swept away when the Faauisition of a number of interesting things from in i -action as the sea re- | the ienna Exposition. The collections are opened two ty 
they again pecame leek oe c We ac ihe is supported | ™Ornings in the week, for the benefit of the public, oppor- itll treated. Nevert cress, Mr. Geikie—an 15 Support tunities which are well made use of, while the Cabinet is fy 
by other observers in his opinion—holds that it was during accessible on every week-day to those who are there ie the period of depression that kame-building went on, for engaged in regular work. The results accomplished in delidy. the following reasons. The material of the Kames is, for | the Mineralogical School thus formed in connection with | i the most part, fine and well rounded, and it is a very rare part toward eer , he Minories} a comsiderable | i | 

. . . 
i tnera €iMittherlungen, iit: 

thing to find a large angular boulder m the heart i a The Geological Reichsanstalt, now under the direction byt Kame ; hence it is believed that during the Ormation | of Franz Ritter von Hauer, has carried on its work for i 
of the Kames the climate had so far mended that glaciers twenty-seven years, The results are not only of the ' ( no longer existed, and that therefore there were no ice- greatest importance in developing the resources of the | re bergs to strew the sea-bottom with travelled blocks. Empire itself, but, as the work engages the test talent, 1 fd i h tside of | 4nd 1s consequent y Carried on according to the ighes he Erratics are, however, Comon pene on ne on int | Standard of pure science, the yearly labours are adding le the Kames, and hence it is concluded that a Some Pol vastly to the fund of geological knowledge, and helping 3; | in the period of the submergence cold again began to | to solve many of the difficult problems of the science. i be come on, that glaciers reappeared and gave rise to ice- The building occupied by the Reichsanstalt contains the Hee bergs which bore away these blocks and dropped them | various working-rooms, and the extensive collections, com- hee dy where they are now found. That there was a return to ree naturally in all ers pertaining fo Fuustrian Zoology. {hh ae . ‘ ‘ € immediate results of the survey are first made known ies cold conditions we know from other evidence, and with in the Evening Sessions, which are held on the first and ih. 
the exception of the difficulty just mentioned, which after third Tuesday of each month from November to May, fed all is not very serious, for the Kames we have may be only They are attended regularly by some thirty or forty of i the relics of a body originally much more numerous, the | those interested in such subjects, and form a pleasant i : explanation accords well enough with our knowledge of opportunity for those of common interests to meet to- nal the facts. But the thought crosses the mind that it is not gether informally, The Stranger is continually impressed re ' 

fi h h ortunity of seeing into a | With the active spirit, and especially with the community oly ve ry olten that we have an opp unny OF Seeing of feeling, among the scientific men of Vienna ; the latter We 
Kame, or rather, that we see the outside much oftener than has undoubtedy great influence in giving the city. the tH the inside, and that this possibly may be the reason why | prominent position which it occupies among the different |" erratics seem to be more plentiful in the one place than | scientific centres. 

fo the other. A. H. GREEN 
| a3 ° 

aan 

f 1 

To be continued, 
oot ( 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR yo EEE . . os th 
—_ 

[Zhe Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions expressed iy, OUR BOOK SHELF by his correspondents, No notice is taken of anonymous | i: . a communications. ] oe Mineralogische we ethinge et Vienna 3) Zoological Nomenclature Il THE present number of the Minera ogische Mittheil- From ti . aos . . iA M time to time an idea is started that Zoology is breaking dt 
ungen forms the 4th _volume of the series, commenced down under the weight of its Synonymy. With entomologists i 4 in 1870, It is published under the auspices of the I have frequently contended that so far from this being the case, ib. 
K. K. Geol. Reichsanstalt, and in connection with | there is, on the contrary, an almost marvellous agreement in the i eg, their quarterly Jahrbuch, but forms properly in it- generic and specific names used, especially when we consider the APL B self an independent journal. It is probably the only | extent of the bibliography and the vast number of the Species. = Ri], periodical devoted exclusively to mineralogy, and thus | After reading in NaTuRg, vol. ix. p, 258, Mr. Wallace’s review of {1} Ai already occupies an important place among German | Dr. Sharp's pamphlet, I bethought myself of comparing the two scientific serials. The list of papers which appear in this | best known catalogues of European Coleoptera, viz., Schaum’s, A ; i i number will give a good idea of the position which the | published at Berlin, in 1862, and De Marseul s, at Paris, in 1866, aut 1D journal occupies :— Mineralogical observations in the | Perhaps the results of the examination o the first six families in i A tine Republic, by H. Stelzner (embracing—minerals | the two works will suffice. It must be premised that Schaum’s WP os i 
Tgentine Kepublic, by H. t P Cordoba ; | ‘8 strictly confined to European species, while De Marseul’s em- i até 

occurring in the granite quartz masses of | or ° Iso | braces as well those of the “ basin of the Mediterranean in Asia 4 
minerals associated with the granular limestone ; also and Afica,” As to the genera, in the Cicindelidze there are two | Le 
analyses and special description of Triplite, Jamesonite, ineach. In the Carabidze, Schaum has 98 genera and de Mar- ili! 44 
Enargite, Linarite, &c.) 3, eruptive rocks of _ Banat, | seyy 118; of the latter four are not adopted by Schaum andthe §' 9, Hungary, by Niedzwiedzki ; crystallised magnesite from | remainder are extra-European, In the Dytiscide Schaum { ie the Northern Alps, by J. Rumpf ; mineral observations | has 1 5 genera, De Marseul 17. In the Gyrinidce there are two HRY from the Bohemian Forest, by Helmhacker ; brief notices fenera in Schaum, and three in De Marseul, the third being |)’:
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| extra-European. H ili i imitati : 

| in the two  vorks I ydrophilids 2 of having the same limitation | not long ago returned from New Guinea, and brought some 
; p ies in which that | splendid weapons, &c.; also one of the P: i i 

group and the Spheeridiide are included. ‘There are 22 genera | they brought for our collection, It i the apuan pigs, which 

in each catalogue, but Schaum and De Marseul each ignore a | have ever seen, follows me like a dos ‘ a ost intelligent pig I 
| genus adopted by the other, and a third name, Cyllidium, is | top of the Museum building, which i bo Goer at hig the very 
| preferred by the French author to the earlier one of Chetar- I noticed the, to me wonderful rem vk e veer big 

thria. As to the species, seeing that Schaum has about 1,580 in | skeletons of large carnivora in E remark about @ sear 

j the families mentioned above, and De Marseul 2,640, it would | glad to say that we possess two tie FOP “hm "lions, and Tam 

1 — not be easy to compare them in a definite form ; but taking Cicin- | three grey seals, to large s enn wh tes ions, wolf, be in 

4 dela, the second genus of the two catalogues, the first having | length, many small birds duton 5 vee 7 70 ae 35 Teet im 

| only one species, which is, I conceive, a fair example of the | of our skeletons, all mounterh ie m © tha . sumth few 
4 others, if indeed it has not had more than its share of varieties exceptions all articulated on the re ‘ise by o a wih ae 
1 elevated to the rank of species, we find the 26 species in | never been out of Sydney in his life Tt ¢ Y Gov vanent otant 

{ Schaum identical in names with the same species in De Marseul, | some extra money for cabinets I ‘think we ‘hall be nt grant 

| except two varieties or species, and a synonym given with a? | astonish the people on board the Chall ver whe h Oo ecome 
d by Schaum, which is the right name according to De Marseul. here, because half our Australian fossils ed minerals caamot be 
| I would venture to suggest that the synonyms which look so | exhibited for want of the necessary cases. 
} formidable to some of our friends, ‘are principally due to the G KRE 

5 writers of local faunas, or in some cases to specialists, and that PRARD Fer 

» such names have, as a rule, never been adopt i ss 

4 offer no hindrance whatever to the naturalist A secs nay spednem atte b ve had somany applications for Cerafodus 

| 1 be described by an author who is ignorant that it has been pre- | changing them withoother musen .° often disappointed when ex: 

| \ viously described, but this is an evil which it is sometimes im: | to sell their duplicates in L nS xt ey havenow determined 

‘| possible to avoid, as in the case of almost simultaneous publi- | these fishes ins rite (male n ad fet € highest bidders. Five of 

| cation ; but in due time the later name is relegated to the list of | Messrs. P W lower nd S an emales) will be despatched to 

‘| synonyms and gives little further trouble, It does not seem to | will be obtained for th Unt ath ope that a good price 

) me that any change or additions to the present rules of nomen- | obtain more of the Covaty d. p ot i present time all efforts to 

clature are needed. Naturalists very soon decide on the relative | that they are not so com von ag some peo le vain, and Goons 

value of names, but always with due regard to the law of prio- Masters has too much to do het sy and be we de think. Mr. George 

# yity; it is a misfortune, perhaps, that this law is sometimes | travelling being very ex aia wh Wide Bay dic ve no funds, 

pushed too far, as in the case either of forgotten authors, or of | wise another ™ uti ee would b ont > ay district, other- 

doubtful descriptions. The alteration of trivial names from two | Masters knows hoop to cat hh th ° at hn the Board. Mr. 

|| authors using the same word is a case of very rare occurrence. Challenger arrives he will be ble to Sn ee rom 
FRANCIS P, Pascoz that ship to Gayndah, able to accompany a party from 

h 
—_——— 

E The so-called ‘‘ Meteor-cloud” of Feb. 5 Rainb iv 

' 
ain i 

ES Your correspondent, Captain S. P. Oliver, appears to have ow and its Reflexion 

11. been mistaken as to the character of the phenomenon seen by | , A FEW weeks ago I had the pleasure of seeing a rainbow and 

I} him on February 5, and noticed in NATURE (vol. ix. p. 313). At | its reflexion, or at least a reflexion of one from the same shower 

ij. the hour he has indicated, the somewhat rare phenomenon an at the same time, in smooth water. . 

| auroral arch was formed, which remained visible for about half | The base of the bow in the cloud seemed but a few hundred 

I" an hour, and is doubtless the luminous ‘ meteor cloud” seen by yards from me, and the reflexion evidently did not belong to it, 

ii’ him. The description Captain Oliver has given of it is suff- | 28 the two bases did not correspond, the reflected bow lying 

| ciently accurate, though he does not mention that it drifted | imside the other, the red of the one commencing where the violet 

' slowly southward, a well-known characteristic of the pheno- | 7ys of the other disappeared. 

| menon. Its direction was of course at right angles to the mag- | Balbriggan, Ireland, Feb. 2 GEORGE DAWSON 

: netic meridian, and its position in the heavens, as seen from this 

| locality, was more northward than that observed by your corre- 

ff, spondent. During the whole time that I observed it, the arch Remarkable Fossils 

| crossed some portion of the constellation Ursa Major, the star . . 

f'} 8 Ursce Majoris being in its midst when first seen, and the entire | THE letter by Mr. T. W. Cowan in NaTURE, vol. ix. p. 241, 

|; arch having retreated southward as far as ¢ Ursie Majoris before | confirms the truth of the statements contained in my “* Appeal 

| it disappeared. It was of uniform breadth and intensity, and to our Provincial Scientific Societies” which appeared in NATURE, 

I!’ spanned the sky from west to east (magnetic), passing not much vol. ix. ps 162, Collections of the kind described by Mr, Cowan 

i to the north of the zenith. Although I have been fortunate | 27 kicking ” about the country in all directions, valued merely 

: i, enough to have seen auroral arches upon several occasions, and | 25 temporary possessions by the owners, few of whom, as far as 

|: once succeeded in obtaining the spectrum, I have never seen a my experience goes, appear to possess sufficient public spirit 
| |: brighter or more complete arch than this one ; but what made it | intelligence to realise their public and scientific importance ; 

I i, quite unique, at least as far as my experience goes, was the fact otherwise these collections would be more frequently localised 

|i, that the ordinary aurora with a well-defined ‘‘ dark segment ” and preserved for the district museum. 

; was visible in the north-north-west at the same time, from which, Jan. 31 S. G. P. 

' at an earlier period, brilliant streamers had proceeded. There —_—— 

|. were therefore two parallel arches of light at an interval of per-~ 

' _ haps 50° from one another, which the slow movement of the Volcanoes and the Earth's Crust 

; upper one gradually increased. The night was remar ably clear, : : 

| ‘ and the zodiacal lhght bad been plainly visible earlier in the foloving oeiaione That lee vol me foun advances the 

h evening. Dur F JOHN J. PLUMMER regions of elevation nor of subsidence, but on the boundaries 

: e Observatory, Durham, Feb. 21 between them; that the great continents are on the whole 

: —— rising, ang the beds of the great oceans on the whole sinking ; 

oe . : and that the centres of elevation are in the circumpolar regions. 

Aboriginal Australian Artists It seems to me that the last two statements cannot be 

at I NOTICED, in one of your latest papers, that some of your | reconciled with each other. The southern hemisphere is for by far 

* '  yeaders doubted the ability of Australian, or other low savages, | the greater part oceanic. According to Mr. Howorth, the 

{| to sketch in the manner of the Vezére people, andI madea copy | ocean-beds are subsiding, and yet the southern circumpolar 

j} of a few sketches still found in this neighbourhood engraved | region contains a focus of elevation. Further: if volcanoes are 

"* on rocks. They consist chiefly of fishes, whales, birds, and a | not found in areas of elevation, and if the circumpolar regions are 

‘few men ; the execution is not so good as when the figures are | regions of elevation, what does he make of the volcanoes of Jan 

, | seratched on blackened bark, Ialsosend you a photograph ofa | Mayen (between Norway and Spitzbergen), and of the Antarctic 

carving in fossil coral from New Guinea. H.M.S. Basilisk has | continent?
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Were there any such laws of elevation and subsidence as Mr. | works must be familiar to most of you. Such a man Howorth maintains, the respective regions of elevation’ and of speaks, deservedly with authority, on many points; and subsidence would have continued the same since the consolida- | therefore his dicta upon a point with which he shows i! tion of the earth: but this is contradicted by the commonest | himself to be totally unacquainted are especially dange- facts of stratification, which show that elevation and subsidence rous. And I feel that it is my duty to point out to you, fF 
nave everywhere alternated with a OSE JoHN Mureuy and warn you against, errors or absurdities connected I Old Forge, Dunmurry, co. Antrim with physics, whenever they come from one whose state- F ? ao ments are, on other grounds, worthy of attention. I shall [ —_— not trouble you with the whole passage I refer to in Mr. } The Use of Terms in Cryptogamic Botany Todhunter’s “ Conflict of Studies,” but merely read to you | | 

As no specialist in Algology has replied to the inquiry of your | 2 Sentence or two of the most astounding part o Jit. I correspondent “D. Rin Nature for January ts, | may be | Premise that though he is speaking of the teaching of | permitted to quote for his information the following from thearticle | physical science in schools, his observations apply (if they ) “Nucleus,” inthe ‘‘ Treasury of Botany” from the penoftheauthor | have any basis whatever) to science-teaching in general. | of the “Introduction to Cryptogamic Botany” :—*‘ In Algze “Tt may be said that the fact makes a stronger impres- Ht the term is applied to the fructifying mass of the Rhodosperms, | sion on the boy through the medium of his sight, that he whether contained in a single cell or ina compound cyst or con- | believes it the more confidently. I say that this ought Ht ceptacle, the word mucteoli being used when there is a group of | not tobe the case. Ifhe does not believe the statements nuclei,’ The instance alluded to by your correspondent is, un- | o¢ his tutor—probably a clergyman of mature knowledge, My fortunately, not the only one in x hich the terminology of cryp- recognised ability, and blameless character—his suspicion togams is in a state of most perplexing ALFRED W BENNETT is irrational, and manifests a want of the power of appre- | : " ciating evidence, a want fatal to his success in that be -_— branch of science which he is supposed to be cultivating.” i A Lecture Experiment Verbal comment on this would be altogether super- | 
THE condensation of liquid in the form of vapour into minute fluous, and the only practical comment - wth disposed yi globules, and the production of a shower of rain, may be very now vane € 1s to the bie beh to farther experi- 1.113 well illustrated for class purposes in the following manner :— mentat illustrations of the subject before us. htt, Place about an ounce of Canada balsam in a Florence flask, 

Hit and let it boil. At the top of the flask clouds of globules of P. G. TAIT : fi turpentine will be seen hovering about, altering in shape very 
Hye much like sky-clouds, and the globules are large enough to be | ———————___—______ HE 7 visible by the naked eye. If a cold glass rod be gradually intro- 
Ls). duced into the flask, these clouds may be made to descend in POLARISATION OF LIGHT * Bh showers. By the adaptation of a lime-light the whole process 

i could be shown on a screen. Lawson Tait V. | 
4 a THE conversion of plane into circularly polarised light | 

may also be effected by total reflexion. If plane- Sy TODHUNTER ON EXPERIMENTAL polarised light traversing glass be incident upon the inner ‘a ILLUSTRATIONS side of the limiting surface at any angle at which total re- Wie 
flexion takes place, it may be considered as resolved into | fy Segnius irritant animos demissa per aurem, two plane-polarised rays, the vibrations of one being parallel {ff sive sith tradlit coectaten ee delibus, et quae and those of the other perpendicular to the plane of ff ii} i reflexion ; and there is reason to believe that in every i H ‘THE following is, as nearly as I can recollect, the | such case a difference of phase is brought about which If substance of a few remarks which I felt myself for a particular angle in each substance (in St. Gobain Hpi compelled to make to my class in a recent lecture. I glass it is 54° 30’) it has a maximum value of one-eighth Hit had exhibited and described Hope’s apparatus for | of a wave-length. And if the original plane of vibration Ais showing the maximum density point of water, and Pro- | be inclined at an angle of 45° to H ceeded to say :— . . . that of reflexion the amplitudes hs Now that the freezing mixture has been applied, | of the two vibrations, into which ee my assistant will from time to time record on the the reflected vibrations are sup- RE black-board the simultaneous indications of the two posed to be resolved, will be coo =o [ 4 thermometers, and will recall our attention to the experi- equal. A full discussion of the y a 3: ment as the critical period approaches. You must, how- mechanical causes which may be ‘ et i ever, in this form of experiment take for granted his considered to effect this difference I ea || or fidelity and accuracy in reading and recording. By means | of phase would carry us deeper i ae? _ |i tit of a somewhat cumbrous application of optical processes, | into the more difficult parts of §=-S=séaidemcliilaS si: it would be easy to project upon a screen images of the | the Wave Theory than would be A | ‘thermometers, in such a way that each of you might see | suitable in this place. But if t U 

for himself the course of the phenomenon. But the ther- we accept the fact that the ED ‘mo-electric method, whose principle I have already above-mentioned effects result, Fic. 14. fi | ‘explained to you, is at once far easier of application, and | when polarised light (whose plane of vibration is in- he in its indications more directly expressive. This I will clined at 45° to that of reflexion) is reflected at a Be show on another occasion. For the present you must | proper angle; then the following construction will be WW rely on the observations to be made for you by my assis- readily understood. Take a rhomb of glass, a, 4, ¢, d, ise tant. Yet I have no doubt that all of you will allow that Fig. 14, whose acute angles are 54°30’; a ray incident Ht the exhibition of the experiment, even in this imperfect perpendicularly to either end will undergo two total cH manner, wonderfully assists you in understanding its internal reflexions at the sides, say at f ands, and will +: “AY nature. ; , ‘nion | merge perpendicularly to the other end. These two  i/INie This leads me to mention that a very decided opinion reflexions will together produce a retardation, as described fff 4 ‘against the use of experimental illustration has been above, of one-fourth of a wave-length. And if the-ray be lb recently pronounced by one of the most erudite and originally polarised and its plane of vibration be inclined a voluminous of British mathematicians ; my own former 
; | oar tutor, Mr. Todhunter, whose name and many of whose * Continued from p. a8s. 1
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| F at an angle of 45° to that of reflexion (that of the paper | as in the case of a right-handed plate of quartz cut per- 
{ in the figure) the amplitudes of the two vibrations will be | pendicularly to the axis. If the lamina be now either in- 

H equal; and all the conditions will be fulfilled for the | verted, or turned in its own plane go’, so that the principal 
i production of circular polarisation. Such an instrument | section shall be 45° to the right of the plane of reflexion 

te was invented by Fresnel, and is called in consequence | the succession of the colours will be reversed, while the 
: Fresnel’s rhomb. On account of its length and its dis- | analyser moves in the same direction as before, presenting 

placement of the ray, it is not so convenient as a quarter- | the same phenomena as a left-handed plate of quartz cut 
et undulation plate ; but on the other hand it affects rays | perpendicularly to the axis. Quartz is a positive doubly 

HEL | of all wave-lengths equally, while the quarter-undulation | refracting crystal ; and in it consequently the ordinary 
ae plate can strictly be adapted to rays of only one wave- | index of refraction is smaller than the extraordinary index. 

Wi length. But if we take lamina of a negative crystal, in which the 
A If either of these instruments be introduced and suit- | extraordinary index is the least, as a film of Iceland spar 

Wy ably placed between a selenite plate and the analyser, the | split parallel to one of its natural cleavages, the pheno- 
{ chromatic effects will be similar to those due to a plate of | mena are the reverse of those exhibited by quartz: when 

. “quartz cut perpendicularly to the axis. the principal section is on the /e/t of the plane of reflexion 
1 Another important property of these instruments con- | the colours descend, and when it is on the right of the 

aeT t sists in their effect upon circularly polarised light. Such | same plane the colours ascend, the analyser being turned 
4 light may be considered to arise from two plane-polarised | from left to right. 
“rays whose vibrations are perpendicular to one another, “It has been determined that the ordinary ray, both in 

F and which present a difference of phase equal to a quarter | positive and negative crystals, is polarised in the principal 
fj} of a wave-length, If, therefore, either a quarter-undu- { section, * while the extraordinary ray is polarised in the 
A | lation plate or a Fresnel’s rhomb be suitably placed, it | section perpendicular thereto. It is also established that 
i; will either increase or diminish the difference of phase by | the index of refraction is inversely as the velocity of 
A ~~ a quarter of a wave-length. In the one case the differ- | transmission. It follows from the above experimental 
h | ence of phase will amount to a half wave-length, in the | results, therefore, that when the resolved ray whose plane 

am {| other it will vanish. And in either case the vibration will | of polarisation is to the left of the plane of reflexion is 
| | 1; be converted into a rectilinear one; but the directions of | the quickest, the successive polarisation is right-handed, 
sat vibration in the two cases will be perpendicular to one | and when it is the slowest, the successive polarisation is 
i another. left-handed—in the order R, O, Y, G, B, P, V and in the 
1 | Reflexion from a metallic surface may also be employed | second case in the reverse order. 
I for converting plane into circular polarisation. If a ray “The rule thus determined is equally applicable to 
i of plane-polarised light fall upon a metallic reflector it is | laminae of bi-axal crystals. 
a divided into two, whose vibrations are respectively paral- “ As selenite (sulphate of lime) is an easily procurable 
iH lel and perpendicular to the reflector ; and the latter is | crystal and readily cleavable into thin laminz capable of 
ani} retarded behind the former by a difference of phase | showing the colours of polarised light, it is most frequently 

depending upon the angle of incidence. If the plane of | employed in experiments on chromatic polarisation. The 
7 vibration of the incident ray be inclined to the plane of | laminz into which this substance most readily splits con- 

f I}. incidence at an angle (nearly 45°) which varies with the | tain in their planes the two optic axes; polarised light 
fm {| metal employed, but which is perfectly definite, the inten- | transmitted through such lamine is resolved in two rec- 
ima {| sities become equal. And further, if the angle of inci- | tangular directions, which respectively bisect the angles 

iF dence have a particular value dependent upon the nature | formed by the two optic axes ; the line which bisects the 
ang of the metal (for silver 72°) the retardation will amount | smallest angle is called the intermediate section ; and the 
af} toa quarter of a wave-length. And the result will be a | line perpendicular thereto which bisects the supplemen- 

| circularly polarised ray as in the case of total reflexion. tary angle is called the supplementary section. These 
Bf The apparatu; (Fig. 15) best adapted for experiments | definitions being premised, if a film of selenite is placed 

mige }! based upon this principle is a modification of Norremberg’s | on the diaphragm with its intermediate section to the left 
mime, | polariscope, suggested by Sir Charles Wheatsone, from | of the plane of reflexion, the successive polarisation is 

ah: whom the following description is quoted :— direct or right-handed ; if, on the contrary, it is placed 
im “A plate of black glass, G, is fixed at an angle of 3° to | to the right of that plane, the successive polarisation is 
imigi: the horizon. The film to be examined is to be placed on | left-handed. The ray polarised in the intermediate sec- 

7 | ,  adiaphram, D, so that the light reflected at the polarising- | tion is therefore the most retarded ; and as that section is 
Hii | angle from the glass plate shall pass through it at right | considered to be equivalent to a single optic axis, the 
Aft angles, and, after reflexion at an angle of 18° from the | crystal is positive. 

mm |. surface of a polished silver plate S, shall proceed ver- “In one kind of mica the optic axes are in a plane per- 
AT tically upwards. N is a Nicol’s prism, or any other | pendicular to the laminz. They are inclined 22}° on 

au analyser, placed in the path of the second reflexion. | each side the perpendicular within the crystal, but, owing 
TNH The diaphragm is furnished with a ring, moveable in its | to the refraction, are seen respectively at an angle of 35°3 

aH own plane, by which the crystallised plate to be examined | therefrom. The principal section is that which contains 
WH may be placed in any azimuth. C is a small moveable | the two optic axes. If the film is placed on the diaphragm 

;; Stand, by means of which the film to be examined may | with its principal section inclined 45° to the left of the 
ui: be placed in any azimuth and at any inclination ; for the | plane of reflexion, the successive polarisation is right- 

i ‘usual experiments this is removed. . handed. The ray, therefore, polarised in the section 
ay “Tf a lamina of quartz cut parallel to the axis, and | which contains the optic axes is the one transmitted with 
Hy. ' sufficiently thin to show the colours of polarised light, be | the greatest velocity. 
tt placed upon the diaphragm so that its principal section “Films of uni-axal crystals, whether positive or nega- 
i i (ze, the section containing the axis) shall be 45° to the | tive, and of bi-axal crystals, all agree therefore in this 
i left of the plane of reflexion, on turning the analyser from | respect :—that if the plane of polarisation of the quickest 

- ' left to right, instead of the alternation of two comple- | ray is to the left of the plane of reflexion, the successive 
sii; mentary colours at each quadrant, which appear in the | polarisation is right-handed when the analyser moves 

Hi{; ordinary polarising apparatus, the phenomena of succes- | from left to right ; and if it is to the right of the plane of 
iil. | Sive polarisation, exactly similar to those exhibited in the | reflexion, other circumstances remaining the same, the 

: i prginary apparatus by a Plate of quartz cut perpendicu- | successive polarisation is left-handed. 
Hf, ; darly to the axis, will be exhibited ; the colours followin | , . oe, 
| 7 the order R, O, Y, G, B, P, V, or, in other wor ds, ascend pendent Plane Of Polarisation is, throughout these pages, taken to be pers 

{ .
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“Tt must be taken into consideration that the principal | appearances are still more beautiful ; for, instead of a 
section of the film is inverted in the reflected image ; so | single transition, each colour in the picture is succes- 
that if the plane of polarisation of the quickest ray in the | sively replaced by every other colour. In preparing such 
film is to the left of the plane of reflexion, it is to the right pictures it is necessary to pay attention to the direction of 
of that plane in the reflected image. the principal section of each lamina when different pieces 

“It may not be uninteresting to state a few obvious | of the same thickness are to be combined together to 7 
consequences of this successive polarisation in doubly re- form a surface having the same uniform tint ; otherwise i 
fracting laminz, right-handed and left-handed according | in the intermediate transitions the colours will be irregu- ' 
to the position of the plane of polarisation of the quickest larly disposed. i 
ray. They are very striking as experimental results, and “5. A plate of rock-crystal cut perpendicular to the 
will serve to impress the facts more vividly on the | axis loses its successive polarisation, and behaves exactly : 
memory. as an ordinary crystallised film through which rectilinear iF 

“1, A film of uniform thickness being placed on the | polarised light is transmitted. 
diaphragm with its principal section 45° on either side | |“ By means of the phenomena of successive polarisa- 
the plane of reflexion, when the analyser is at 0° or 90° | tion it is easy to determine which is the thicker of two it 
the colour of the film remains unchanged, whether the | films of the same crystalline substance. Place one of the 
film be turned in its own plane go°, or be turned over so | films on the diaphragm E of the instrument (Fig: 15) in 
that the back shall become the front surface ; but if the | the position to show, say, right-handed polarisation, then 
analyser be fixed at 45°, 135°, 225°, or 315°, comple- | cross it with the other film; if the former be the thicker, 
mentary colours will appear when the film is inverted | the successive polarisation will be still right-handed ; if 
from back to front, or rotated in its own plane either | both be equal, there will be no polarisation ; and if the 
way 90°. cross film be the thicker, the successive polarisation will Hi 

“2, If a uniform film be cut across and the divided | be left-handed. In this manner a series of films may be 
portions be again placed together, after inverting one | readily arranged in their proper order in the scale of iE 
of them, a compound film is formed, which, when | tints. | iF 
placed on the diaphragm, exhibits simultaneously both “In the experiments I have previously described the 7 
right-handed and left-handed successive polarisation. | planes of reflexion of the polarising mirror and of the i 
When the analyser is at 0° or 90° the colour of the entire | silver plate were coincident ; some of the results obtained i 
film is uniform ; as it is turned round the tints of one ; when the azimuth of the plane of reflexion of the silver i 
portion ascend, while those of the other descend ; and | plate is changed are interesting. ft 
when the analyser is at 45° or 290°+-45°, they exhibit “I will confine my attention here to what takes place We 
complementary colours. when the plane of reflexion of the silver plate is 45° from i i 

3. A film increasing in thickness from one edge to the | that of the polarising reflector. Hat 
other is well suited to exhibit at one glance the pheno- “When the principal sections of the film are parallel if 
mena due to films of various thicknesses. It is well | and perpendicular to the plane of reflexion of the polar- i 
known that such a film placed between a polariser and an | ising mirror, as the whole of the polarised light passes { 5 
analyser will show, when the two planes are parallel or | through one of the sections, no interference can take HF 
perpendicular to each other and the principal section of | place,and no colour will be seen, whatever be the position } 
the film is intermediate to these two planes, a series of | of the analyser. ny 
parallel coloured bands, the order of the colours in each “When the principal sections of the film are parallel ih 
band from the thick towards the thin edge being that of | and perpendicular to the plane of reflexion on the silver 
their refrangibilities, or R, O, Y, G, B, P, V. The bands | plate, they are 45° from the plane of reflexion of the i 
seen when the planes are perpendicular are intermediate | polarising mirror. Wi 
in position to those seen when the planes are parallel ; on “The polarised ray is then resolved into two compo- nH 
turning round the analyser these two systems of bands | nents polarised at right angles to each other ; one com- iH 
alternately appear at each quadrant, while in the inter- | ponent is polarised in the plane of reflexion of the silver Hee, 
mediate positions they entirely disappear. plate, the other perpendicular thereto; and one is fe 

“ Now let us attend to the appearances of these bands | retarded upon the other by a quarter of an undulation. Mi 
when the wedge-form film is placed on the diaphragm of | ‘“‘ When the analyser is at 0” or 90° no colours are seen wy 
the instrument, Fig. 15. As the analyser is moved round, | because there is no interference ; but when it is placed at ie 
the bands advance toward or recede from the thin edge | 45° or 135°, interference takes place, and the same colour fit 
of the wedge without any changes occurring in the colours | is seen as if light circularly polarised had been passed rr 
or intensity of the light, the same tint occupying the same | through the film. The bisected and inverted film shows RES E 
place at every half revolution of the analyser. If the | simultaneously the two complementary colours. it 
bands advance toward the thin edge of the wedge, the “ But when the film is placed with one of its principal aE 
successive polarisation of each point is left-handed ; and | sections 223° from the plane of reflexion of the polarising h: ‘ 
if they recede from it the succession of colours is right- | mirror, on turning round the analyser the appearances hala 
handed : every circumstance, therefore, that with respect | of successive polarisation are reproduced exactly as when ihe 
to a uniform film changes right-handed into left-handed | the planes of reflexion of the silver plate and of the Hit 
successive polarisation, in a wedge of the same substance | polarising mirror coincide. In this case the components nH [ 
transforms receding into advancing bands, and vice versd. | of the light oppositely polarised in the two sections are 1 i 
These phenomena are also beautifully shown by concave | unequal, being as cos 224° to sin 221°; these components Hiatt 
or convex films of selenite or rock-crystal, which exhibit | respectively fall 224° from the plane of reflexion of the if 7 
concentric rings contracting or expanding in accordance | silver plate and from the perpendicular plane, and are HA 
with the conditions previously explained, each resolved in the same proportion in these two planes. ee 

., 4 Few experiments in physical optics are so beau- | The weak component of the first, and the strong compo- i ‘i 
tiful and Striking as the elegant pictures formed by | nent of the second, are resolved into the normal plane, a 
cementing laminz of selenite of different thicknesses | while the strong component of the first and the weak ie 
(varying from oo49 to gy of an inch) between two component of the second are resolved into the perpen- FH t 
plates of glass. Invisible under ordinary circumstances, | dicular plane. | HM they exhibit, when examined in the usual polarising-| “The apparatus (Fig. 15) affords also the means of Ali F 
apparatus, the most brilliant colours, which are comple- | obtaining large surfaces of uncoloured or coloured light I i" 
mentary to each other in the two rectangular positions of | in every state of polarisation—rectilinear, elliptical, or nie 
the analyser. Regarded in the instrument, Fig, 13, the | circular, neve 

Hie 
Aha
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“Itis for this purpose much more convenient than a | plane, one of which is retarded on the other bya quarter 
Fresnel’s rhomb, with which but a very small field of view | of an undulation, and consequently gives rise to a circular 
can be obtained. W& must, however, be borne in mind | ray, which is right-handed or left-handed according to 
that the circular and elliptical undulations are inverted in | whether the ring is turned 45° and 225°, or 135° and 315°, 
the two methods: in the former case they undergo only | When the ring is turned So as to place the plane of polari- 
a single, in the latter case a double reflexion, sation in any intermediate position between those pro- 

“For the experiments which follow, the crystallised | ducing rectilinear and circular light, elliptical light is 
plate must be placed on the diaphragm E, between the | obtained, on account of the unequal resolution of the ray 
silver plate and the analyser, instead of, as in the preced- | into its two rectangular components, 
ing experiments, between the polariser and the silver “Turning the ring of the graduated diaphragm from 

plate. left to right, when the crystallised film is between the 
silver plate and the analyser, occasions the same succes- 

ae sion of colours for the same angular rotation as rotating 
p il Aes the analyser from right to left when the instrument is in 
| im | its normal position and the film is between the polariser 
es i { and the silver plate.” 
= rat g The same principles apply to the case of bi-axal crys- 

oy tals cut parallel to a plane containing the two optic axes. 
| A ray of plane-polarised light transmitted through such a 

plate is divided into two, whose vibrations respectively 
1 I a the angles ened by the two axes, As mentioned 

= | above, the line which bisects the smallest angle is called 
Si the intermediate section, and the line perpendicular to it 

ire the supplementary section ; and the order of the colours 
sf i depends upon the relative velocity of the two rays. In se- 
fT | lenite, the ray whose vibrations lie in the supplementary 

Mi} KR section is the slowest ; in mica it is the swiftest. Hence 
i} » ’4 these two crystals, all other circumstances being alike, give 

j H} ‘ the colours in opposite orders, and may be regarded as 
Ky) A positive and negative, like quartz and Iceland spar. Anda 
H/ tae test similar to that indicated for uni-axal may be applied 
] | to bi-axal crystals, 

fy |] Wi, | Some interesting and varied experiments may be made 
! fil y/ (<7 by using two circularly polarising instruments, ¢.¢., two 

y = y) quarter undulation plates (say the plates A and B), one 
‘ee Ss fi between the polariser proper and the crystal (C) under 

RSS examination, the other between the crystal and the 
SS analyser. The light then undergoes the following pro- 
Ws < cesses. If the plate A be placed so that its axis is at 45° 

Sree ° on one side or other of the original plane of vibration, 
Ls ma] for and the plate B with its axis parallel or perpendicular to 

ea } A (jie that of A, then on turning the analyser we shall have the 
—— 4 aN phenomena of circular polarisation described above, 
Ky /f y li Again, if, the plates A and B retaining the positions 

ay ly” i ae before indicated, the crystal C be turned round in its own 
ce All Mice alll plane ; then, since the light emerging from A and B is 

ae / Hl ea Fi circularly polarised, it has lost all trace of direction with 
z cE egy. (dat ae == gg == | reference to the positions of polariser and analyser, and 

Sa OS — = | consequently no change will be observed. 
Ps al eA | a Again, if the plates. A and B have their axes directed 
Cy mea a S| at 45° on either side of the axis of C, and the three plates 
Se ii ge be turned round as one piece, the colour will remain un- 
ell] es _ } changed, while if the analyser be turned, the colours will 
—— me ES follow in the regular order. If the plates A and B have 
SS Tel ——=—_-_ their axes directed at 45° on the same side of the axis of 
SS eS C, and the pieces be turned round bodily as before, the 

Fic: 15.—Wheatstone's modification of Norcemberg’s Polaiscope. trough et ee angle of ftation 
“By means of - moving ring within the graduated | 404 if the analyser be turned in the same direction, the 

circle D, the silver plate is ‘caused to turn round the re- colours change, Lies a the meverse ‘orden, | The explant 
flected ray, so that, while the plane of polarisation of the re 4 peter “4 one retardation due tw A is nas en. 

‘ ray remains always in the plane of reflexion of the glass fad b that duet "3 ie Sanat the only effective eeteda: 
plate, it may assume every azithumal position with respect | Sate¢ na val ta h ; otal C. -But Soon ie latterde. 
to the plane of reflexion of the silver plate. The film to | 0M 1s that due to the crystal C. vi pon’ if theref 
be examined end the analyser move consentaneously Pends the et of the Plane of vibration Oe a a * 2 me a « € polariser and analyser xed, i \ wun the silver plate, while the polarising mirror remains femein unaltere d. When the plates A and B have their 

i r ses adi Wiel, there is no compensation, an ie colour 
In the normal position of the instrament the ray | Tit'donceauently change, It should be added that the 

j polarised by the wher or is reflected unaltered ey the rotation of the pine ‘of vibration, and consequently the 
silver plate ; but when the ring is turned to 45°, 135°, sequence of colours, does not follow exactly the same law 
225°, or 315°, the plane of polarisation of the ray falls 45° | ° ae : ae in auarté 
on one side of the plane of reflexion of the silver plate, | 1» tRES€ Cases as in quartz, W. SrorriswoopE 
and the ray is resolved into two others, polarised respec- . . 
tively in the plane of reflexion and the perpendicular (To be continued.)
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tions ; first, as to the action of the valves of the heart ; THE HEART AND THE SPHYGMOGRAPH* and secondly, as to the manner in which the muscular JN the same way that by the spectroscope much can be | walls of the ventricles perform their work. It is to the learned as to the chemical constitution and the phy- | former of these subjects that most physiologists have sical changes going on in the sun, so by the sphygmo- | directed their observations in employing the instrument ; graph applied to the artery at the wrist many of the most | but it is to the latter, the more important of the two, that important phenomena occurring in the heart can be | it is my intention to direct attention on the present occa- studied with a facility that cannot be otherwise attained. sion, 
Till the introduction of the sphygmograph of Marey the | The heart being nothing more than a pump of a pecu- pulse was considered to be little more than a simple up | liar construction, much may be learned by comparing it and down movement, because the instruments employed | with other artificially constructed machines for the same to register it, such as those of Herisson, Ludwig, and | purpose. In most such machines the force which keeps Vierordt, developed so much momentum that the details | the pump at work is constant in power, in other words it of the true trace were disguised. In the instrument as at | does not vary automatically in efficiency with the amount present employed, the substitution of counterbalancing | of work that is expected of it. In the locomotive engine, Springs instead of weights has so far improved its effi- | however, there is an arrangement by which the furnace ciency, that the pulse is now known to form a decidedly | becomes hotter as the speed at which it moves is in- complicated curve if its movements are allowed to record creased, the waste steam pipe opening into the funnel and themselves on a moving paper. The sphygmograph | so varying the amount of the draught through the boiler trace, as thus produced, gives indications in two direc- tubes, With this arrangement it is nevertheless evident 
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Automatically Working-engine, when supplied with coal-gas. 

that there is a great waste of fuel in the construction of | that engine; for the greater the pressure in the elastic the furnace. bag, the harder is it for the engine to perform the work re. It is quite possible to construct a Steam-engine on | quired of it, and the greater is the burner-flame. With a much more economical principles, and the accompanying | certain proportion between the sizes of the orifices of the figure illustrates the manner in which the small engine on | taps and the extensibility of the elastic bag and tubes, it the table is at present working (see Figure). The boiler (a) | would be possible to arrange this engine in such a manner being sufficiently heated, drives the engine (4), which per- that, within certain limits, the velocity of the fly-wheel forms work by pumping coa/-gas from the tube ¢ through | would not vary with the pressure in the elastic bag; in other the pump ¢, into the elastic reservoir e. From this elastic | words, with the work to be done. That the heart is a bag most of the coal-gas escapes, through the tube ¥ into pump Constructed on the same principle as this engine is an ordinary gas bag, but a tube (g) carries some of it to | the teaching of the sphygmograph, as far as it is in my supply the Bunsen’s burner (A) which heats the boiler. It is power to interpret its curves, the proof resting on the fol- evident that with this arrangement the size of the flame of | lowing considerations. the Bunsen’s burner (4), and therefore the pressure of steam First, the analogy between the anatomical distribution in the boiler, which is the same as Saying the efficiency | of the arteries and the different Parts in connection with of the engine, varies with the amount of work required of | the engine is not difficult to trace. Tne coal-gas corre- tion mast Of@ lecture delivered by Mr. A. H. Gatrod at the Royal Insti- | SPONdS to the blood, the boiler (a) tozether with the engine tution on the evening of Friday, Feb. 6, (6)to the muscular tissue of the heart, whose left ventricular
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I cavity has its analogue in that of the bellows (d). The 

elastic reservoir, together with the tubes, corresponds to DR. VON MIKLUCHO MACLAY’S  RE- 

the systemic ane the gas-bag connected with the SEARCHES AMONG THE PAPUANS * 

i | tube f (the capillaries) to the systemic veins ; and the ‘ . 

1 tube Z tb the coronary arteries, which supply the muscu- W HEN lately at pultenrovg the scarcely euphonious 

' lar tissue of the heart with nutrient blood, just as it does English Governor of Java Bans Soucl Ss od former 

the boiler by means of the burner 2. is, however, . o, 

1 does not show that the pumping power of the heart varies to make. the acquaintance oF ng owner aa it fare those 

f directly as the blood-pressure ; that such is the case de- every bioke ist 2 it familiar to 

¥ pends on the opportunity offered by the sphygmograph- The friends-and we are sure they must be numerous— 
A trace for the estimation. of the length of the ventricular | 6+ ‘py Miklucho Maclay will regret to hear that he is de 

systole under different circumstances, Each beat or revo- woes : : ae - 

J) Sano the heart is divided into two main parte--(1) the | Semineds inspite of an, aguish fever which sil clings f 
period of contraction or systole, and (2) the period of re- | 1 start again in a few davs for the scene of his 

tk pose or diastole. The former of these occupies the inter- | -ooott Jabours—the east coast p New Guin h 

| val between the commencement of the primary rise and | } 7") 14 Greviously spent fifteen snonths in clos. w ter, 

i that of the dicrotic rise in the sphygmograph trace; the | (0 with th 7 ives se inter- 

a latter from the dicrotic rise to the commencement of the On S eptember 19 1871 the Russian corvette Vitias 

succeeding primary rise. In all good tracings from cast anchor in Astrolabe Gulf, and Dr. Maclay landed 
healthy pulses these two points, the primary and dicrotic with two servants, one a Polynesian. th y th 

| rises, are readily found ; and their relative lengths can be | cede After a hut of very modest dimensions + had 

i estimated with great accuracy. A large number of mea- been built for him by the ship’s carpenter, the Vitias 

1 surements have enabled me to prove that Zhe relative weighed anchor on the 26th, an dde nate d ? 
| lengths of the systolic and diastolic portions of the putse- Dr. Maclay was soon left practically sone, and depend- 

; trace do not vary for any given pulse-rate. But, as will ent entirely upon himself, for the Polynesian servant 

aD be granted by most physiologists who have worked at the died early in December of a chronic fever which he had 
an subject, the blood-pressure in the arteries is quite indepen- |... he started, and the Swede soon followed suit, with 

- eo 
? , ~ a we, 

ie dent of the pulse-rate. Consequently the heart may be the exception, that he did not die, but by constant ailing 

Vy doing very different amounts of work without any varla- | 14. 4 source of much encumbrance to his master. 

a tion in the p ulse-rate, which is the same thing as saying, As the natives were very distrustful, scarcely answering 
: with the same length of systole ; which makes it evident . : ? 

in the above-described : I he | any questions, Dr. Maclay did not make much progress 

- that, as in the above-described’ engines the force of the | \ ith ‘the essential task of learning the language. Not 
Zz cardiac muscular contraction varies directly as the blood- only, however, were they suspicious, but dete rnined to 

a i i ’ ? i 

me F- pressure, knowing what we ao about the fio th of fluids discourage the presence of the stranger by shooting arrows 

mat through capillary tapes, and t yt heat ° re arterla! | close to his head and neck, and pressing their spears so 

i ee sohve , vaph ese tell nt nore than this hard against his teeth, that he was constrained to open 

|| C Spay eNO R TaD trae te vottion of the beat does | Ris mouth. Finding that he did not only not. take 
ion Though the length of the systolic portion of the beat Coes | the jeast notice of these annoyances, but that all his ac- 

i not change with any given pulse-rate, nevertheless itd °€S | tions toward them were good (for, he being a doctor, 

io s° A eatly with avierent NG idities of pu vet. le earl es as his utility in the economy of the community was soon dis- 

| vations showing that the length oF ine syson e h covered), they concluded that he was no ordinary mortal, 

i the cube root of the whole beat, being found from the | 1.4 that he was the veritable man-in-the-moon (“ Karam- 

: equation zy’ = 47 */# when x= the pulse-rate and | t4mo”), and paid him due respect accordingly. 
i y' = the ratio borne by the systole to the whole beat. As there were footpaths only in the neighbourhood of 

7 From this no other inference can be drawn than that | the villages, and as these latter were never found at a 

|: the length of the diastole, or period of cardiac rest, | sreater elevation than 1,500 feet, Dr. Maclay had some 
i during which fresh blood is circulating through the ven- difficulty in making expeditions without guides, which at 

ani tricular walls, must modify the contractile force of its | frst were difficult to procure. 

; muscular substance. The exact extent of this influence During his stay in New Guinea Dr. Maclay studied the 

Hy; can be more readily estimated by a study of the cardio- | inhabitants of the whole coast of Astrolabe Gulf; the 
mF graph trace, which is obtained by applying the sphygmo- | people of the mountains round the gulf, and the dwellers 

ai | graph to the side of the chest at any spot where the | on the islands near Cape Duperré, one of the boundaries 

ar | pulsations of the heart are to be felt. It may, from the | of the gulf, who lived a life of such perfect peace that he 

a thus obtained curves, be demonstrated that if not ex- | called the islands “the Archipelago of Contentment.” { 
- actly, approximately, at least, che nutrition of the heart’s | The inhabitants, too, of Dampier Island (Kar-kar) paid him 

Ae walls must vary a the square-root of the length of the | visits, The inhabitants of “ Maclay Coast,” by which name 

me diastolic per tod. Dr. Maclay proposes to call the coast skirting the edge of 

hi ho, ere is much, therefore, as I hope I have been able to | the Astrolabe Gulf, were of especial interest, as it seems 

\ | f ow, to be learned respecting the action of the heart | that they have never been in intercourse with any civilised 

a rom measurement of sphygmograph tracings, and it is | people, for not only were all their tools and weapons made 

if ' scarcely too bold to extend the generalisation to the pro- | out of stone, wood, or bone, but no trace of any European 

af perties of muscular tissue generally ; for the fact that | aricle could be found among them. These people 

i fac beat depends entirely for its efficiency on the pecu- | treasured up, or exchanged as valuable, the smallest trifles 

n iarities in the blood-pressure and the duration of the | which were given them, eg. fragments of broken bottles, 

re previous diastole, removes all complications as to incom- | with which they shaved themselves, as a substitute for 
ihe | pleteness of exhaustion, and all doubts as to the exact | gint or the sharp edges of grasses. 

an amount of work done by the muscular fibres themselves , 
Hl | . . 

“| [ of that most perfect of engines, whose extreme perfection * “ Anthropologische Bemerkungen ueber die Papuas der Maclay Kiiste in 

an | enables it to complete in most of us something like | Neu Guinea.” Reprint from the Naturkundig Tijdschrift voor Neder- 

ii 750,000 beats in a week, and nearly thirt thousand mil- | “sc Indie Deet xxxiii. Mijn Verblif aan de Oostkust van Nieuw 

Ig li , luti : ? y way : Guinea. Ibid. (Batavia, 1873). 

a on revolutions in a person by the time he is seventy + Only 7 feet broad, and 14 feet long, and divided by a screen of sailcloth 

me | years of age. into two rooms, one for his servants, the other for himself. The hut was 

a situated on the south coast of Astrolabe Gulf, midway between the two 
i capes its boundaries. 

ih * Fournal of Anatomy and Physiology, May aad November, 1873. “Archipel der zufriedenen Menschen.” 

I"
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Dr. Maclay told us of one curious custom which he | Dr. Maclay noticed this in his own teeth after a stay of does not mention in either of the two papers referred to eight months in Papua. The lobules of the ears are * in the note. The Papuans, though they know how to | pierced at an early age by means of the thorn of a produce fire by rubbing together two pieces of wood, | Dzoscorea and become much elongated by having to sup- ; do not do this when they require this agent, but always | port heavy ear-rings, ; carry their fire literally about with them, either trailing If the back of a Papuan is seen in profile, there will be a lighted stick after them as they walk, or placing the | noticed a considerable concavity of curve in the lumbar : same under their beds when they sleep. region. This would seem to be a characteristic in which : Dr. Maclay, despite much pains, was only able to collect | the Papuan differs from the Caucasian race. The Papuans ten skulls, and only two out of these had the lower jaw, | make a greater use of the left hand and arm than of the for the natives preserve this with great veneration, while | right, and use the feet to Pick up various objects—some- the skull itself is thrown into the neighbouring jungle as | times very small ones—from the earth. This is done, not | a thing of no worth. The skull of the Papuans of Maclay | by flexion of the toes, but by anadduction of the great coast is “dolicho-cephalic.” The Superciliary eminences | toe, which is considerably separated from the rest of the _ are frequently very strongly developed The maxillary | toes. From this use of the,toes, it frequently happens region is prognathous, so that the upper teeth project | that the two feet are dissimilar in size, considerably beyond those of the mandible, The Pa- Circumcision is performed at from the ages of 13 to puans are of middle stature, the females being consi- | 1 5 years, and, as Zipporah performed it, with a sharp flint. derably smaller than the males, but are strong and | This custom is general among the Papuans of Maclay well built. 

coast, and among most of the coast and some of the Contrary to what has been written, there is no rough- | mountain inhabitants, Those—and among them are the ness of skin considerable enough to constitute a race | New Irelanders and the inhabitants of one of the Islands characteristic ; which may be largely accounted for by the | of the Archipelago of Contentment—who do not use this custom of smearing the bodies with a kind of earth, and | rite are looked down upon by their circumcised brethren, to the frequency of psoriasis (“masso”). The colour of the | The suckling of infants is carried on for a long period, skin too is in general of a light chocolate brown, and not of | sometimes to the age of four years, a bluish-black colour as has been previously asserted. The The Papuans are very strict in their sexual relations, inhabitants of New Ireland, an island not far distant, have, | The men marry early, soon after Circumcision, and have on the other hand, a comparatively dark skin. The scars only one wife; concubinage is almost unknown, The of slight wounds, ¢.g. such as are made with a red-hot women, probably on account of the hard work in which coal, are somewhat darker than the surrounding ‘skin, | they are engaged, seldom bear many children, while deep wounds, which are of not infrequent occurrence, In spite of the dark colour of their skin, Dr. Maclay leave behind them scars almost white in colour. was able to recognise a change of colour in the face After a series of very careful observations, made as well among the Papuans. He does not, however, state whether , upon shaven as upon well-covered scalps, Dr. Maclay | blushing follows upon a sense of shame, but only notices concludes that the hair is not naturally disposed, as | that the features are darker when they are overjoyed, or i has been represented, in tufts or clumps, but grows | have been making great efforts, ¢.g. in the dance. just as it would upon the head of a European. The The Papuan women, like their European sisters, culti- | length of the hair, too, varies in different individuals, for | vate the art of which Mr. Turveydrop was the distin while one man is fain to cover his bald pate with a guished professor. Readers of the “ Arabian Nights cuscus,* another is proud to display a “ gatessi,” which | may remember how that the seductive wriggling of the luxuriantly covers his shoulders. + sides of one of the damsels “ shaped like the letter alif,” The natural colour of the hair is dull black, but this is | caused the “world to turn black” before the eye of a marked, after the period of childhood, by a black | susceptible hero, and will therefore fully appreciate the (“kuma”) or red (“surru”) dye, The hair of children is | subtle influence of a peculiar and “killing” wriggle covered with a wash of ashes and water for protection | which the Papuan maid begins to have at even the tender | against lice; this hardens into a thick crust. In the age of seven years. The half-caste women whom one case of males this is continued till the time of circumcision, | sees at Batavia seem to have adopted a similar though after which period much care is bestowed upon the coiffure. modified habit. The women, oddly enough, expend no pains upon the The favourite position of the Papuan men—as it seems arrangement of their hair. The eye-brows are generally | to be among the Malays also—is resting the buttock shaven, and the hairs of the beard are either shaven er upon the heels (das Hocken), while the whole surface of plucked out in the young men, but are permitted to grow | the soles of the feet is applied to the ground. Dr. Maclay among adults. found that he could keep his balance only when the toes The general hair-growth upon the body seems to be | alone were in contact with the earth. This position of more scanty than it is among the Caucasian races. | the Papuan must not only be acquired, but must depend ; Though hair is never seen on the back of the hands, it | also upon a peculiar relation of proportion in the limbs, ig sometimes grows pretty thickly along the line of the Nothing can be said with certainty as to the duration | vertebral column, and is sometimes so far extended as | of life among the Papuans. Dr. Maclay never saw an old - to cover the whole of the buttocks. individual among them. With regard to the physiognomy, the forehead is not Dr. Maclay, from the observations which he has at high but small, and sometimes retreating; the nose is present made, concludes that éhe Papuan stock falls into broadly flattened out, frequently with dilated nostrils jthe | xumerous varieties, distinct from one another, which, mouth is broad, and has a projecting upper lip; the | however, have no sharp lines of demarcation, chin is retreating, while strongly projecting cheek-bones On December 19, 1872, some natives came to Dr. Strikingly contrast with the smallness of the forehead in Maclay to inquire the cause of some smoke which had the temporal region. been seen rising from the sea between Vitias and The Papuans of Maclay coast bore a hole through the | Dampier Islands. This turned out to be the clipper {| Septum of the nostrils, in which a long fragment of stone Izoumroud, which had been sent out to look for the or piece of shell is worn. The teeth are much worn | traveller (whose death, it seems, had been announced through the almost exclusive use of a vegetable diet : | in the English journals), at the instance of the Grand 
; Duke Constantine. * Asmall marsupial found in Papua. It is figured in Wallace’s * Malay Early on the moming of the 24th the Jzoumroua Archipelago,” : t The long hair worn at the back of the head is termed ‘‘gatessi.” weighed anchor, and as she steamed away there could
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be heard all along the coast the sound of the Baroem, 7. Distinct bacteria can hardly eve 

a great wooden gong, announcing to the islanders the | the constituents of atmospheric dust, De detected among 
departure of the “man-in-the-moon,” who had taken | of uncertain nature are almost always present in abun- 
up his abode for more than a year amongst them. dance ; they frequently appear in specimens of rain-water 

JOHN C. GALTON collected with all precautions to secure purity, and appear 
| cin many cases to arise from the mycelium developed from 

atmospheric spores. 
MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATIONS OF AIR 8. Distinct bacteria are frequently to be found amongst 

A WORK * of the greatest importance on the above the particles deposited from the moist air of sewers, 

subject has just been published in Calcutta by though almost entirely absent as constituents of common 

Mr. Douglas Cunningham. The conclusions which he atmospheric dust. 

has reached as the result of the experiment are so valu- g. The addition of dry dust, which has been exposed to 
able that we deem it right to give them as great publicity | tropical heat, to putrescible fluids is followed by a rapid 
as possible. The following is Mr. Cunningham’s de- development of fungi and bacteria, although recognisable 

scription of the aeroscope with which he made his experi- | specimens of the latter are very rarely to be found in it 
ments :— while dry. 

The apparatus employed in obtaining specimens was 10, Spores and other vegetable cells are constantly 
a slightly modified form of that devised by Dr. Maddox, | Present in atmospheric dust, and usually occur in 
It consisted of three thin brass tubes, two of which | considerable numbers: the majority of them are living 
slipped over the third central one and came into contact and capable of growth and development ; the amount 
with the opposite side of a projecting rim on its circum- of them present in the air appears to be independent of 
ference. This rim was formed by the margin of its dia- conditions of velocity and direction of wind; and their 

phragm which divided the centre tube into two chambers, | Numbers are not diminished by moisture. 

It was of sufficient thickness to allow of a spindle passing 11, No connection can be traced between the numbers 

up through it. The latter terminated in a pointed of bacteria, spores, &c., present in the air and the occur- 

extremity, which came in contact with the upper end of | rence of diarrhoea, dysentery, cholera, ague, or dengue ; nor 

the bearing, and provided for the free rotation of the between the presence or abundance of any special form 

system of tubes. Round the margin of the diaphragm or forms of cells, and the prevalence of any of these 

there was a set of perforations, to allow of the passage of diseases. 
air through it, and, on the centre of its anterior surface, 12, The amount of inorganic and amorphous particles 
there was a square plate of glass with a slightly pro- and other débris suspended in the atmosphere is directly 

jecting rim on its lower margin. The anterior of the dependent on conditions of moisture and of velocity of 

two lateral tubes was provided with an expanded orifice, wind. 
and contained a small, finely-pointed funnel in its interior ; If these results be compared with those obtained by 

the pointed extremity opening immediately in front of the other observers, and detailed in the first section of this 

centre of the diaphragm-plate. The posterior tube was | report, it will be seen that they agree very clesely with 

quite simple, and had a good-sized fish-tail vane fitted those of M. Robin, only differing from them in indicating 

into aslit in its extremity. the presence of a somewhat larger number of spores than 

The following are Mr. Cunningham’s conclusions :— appeared in his observations. They differ almost equally 
The most important conclusions to be derived from all from those arrived at by Pouchet and Ehrenberg. It is 

the preceding experiments regarding the dust contained somewhat difficult to understand how the former observer 

in the atmosphere in the vicinity of Calcutta appear to be | 80 constantly failed to detect the presence of spores in his 
the following :— experiments, but there is an apparent reason for Ehren- 

1. The aeroscope affords a very convenient method for berg’s observation of the predominance of animal forms 

obtaining specimens really representing the nature of the | 11 the atmosphere. His conclusions appear to have been 

true atmospheric dust. almost entirely founded on the results of the examination 

2. Specimens of dust washed from exposed surfaces of specimens of dust not directly obtained from the air, 

cannot be regarded as fair indices of the constituents | but from surfaces on which it had been previously de- 

of atmospheric dust, since they are liable to contain posited from the air, such as leaves, tufts of moss, &c. 
bodies which may have reached the surface otherwise | Now, as has already been indicated, it is certainly quite 
than by means of the air, as well as others which are the | unwarrantable to assume that all organisms found in such 

result of local development. specimens existed as such in the air, or were even derived 

3. Specimens collected by gravitation also fail to indi- from the air in any way. All such surfaces are more or 

cate the nature and amount of organic cells contained in | less liable to contact-inoculation ; leaves and moss, for 
the atmosphere, as the heavier amorphous and inorganic | example, are liable'to this through the agency of insects 
constituents of the dust are deposited in relative excess | OF birds. Moreover, with regard to many of the organisms 

due to the method of collection. detected in such situations, it must be recollected that 

4. Dew also fails to afford a good means of investi- there is no reason why they should not have arrived 

gating the subject, as it is impossible to secure that all the there by means of active progression over the surface. 

bodies really present in a specimen of it should be | When surfaces are wet with rain, there is no reason why 

collected into a sufficiently small space, and, moreover, Tardigrades, Rotifers, Anguillule, and many infusoria 

because it is liable to accidental contaminations, and also should not travel over them from one point to another. 

affords a medium in which rapid growth and deve- The journey accomplished at any one time may be small, 
lopment are likely to take place. and its progress soon arrested by defective moisture; but, 

5. Distinct infusorial animalcules, their germs or ova, unless they are deprived of vitality in the interval by 

are almost entirely absent from atmospheric dust and desiccation, they are ready for a fresh start when favour- 

even from many specimens of dust collected from exposed able conditions are again presented to them. 

surfaces. It is hardly safe to venture on the vexed questions 
6. _The cercomonads and amcebz appearing in certain regarding the origin of bacteria, but it may, at all events, 

specimens of pure rain-water appear to be zoospores de- | be stated that the results of the present experiments are 

veloped from the mycelial filaments arising from common certainly not opposed to the belief in the transmission of 
atmospheric spores. these organisms in some way or other by means of the 

Microscopic Examinati ow” ; atmosphere ; for they were actually observed among the 

Surgeon H.M. Indian Medical Sof Airy by Deas Cunningham, M.B. | Harticles in moist ait, the addition of dry dust to putre-
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scible fluids was followed by their rapid development, and | THERE are two islands named St. Paul in the ocean : one close to 
they appeared in specimens of pure rain water. the Equator was visited lately by the Challenger ; the other, south 
Although these observations may not appear toencourage | of the Cape of Good Hope, is to be visited by a French expe- 

the hope of success in discovering the presence of atmo- | dition under Capt. Mouchez, for observing the forthcoming transit 
spheric particles connected with the origin of disease, it | o¢ Venus, as we stated in our last number. The identity of name 
must not be forgotten that they only refer to bodies distin- has created a singular confusion. TheFrenchadministration hav- 

guishable fr om one another whilst in the air, the possi- ing decided that no naturalist was needed for St. Paul, the Cha//en- 
py remaining pat many of the finer aeeet present ger having explored the island a few months since, M. Mouchez 

tinguished from one another by means of their actions or hag on trompie i 1s said, ee the aecision reversed Py the developments. Many interesting questions are sug- | authorities, Both islands, southern and northern, are almos 
gested in connection with the fact of the presence | of the same microscopical size and equally barren, They are 
of such considerable numbers of living cells in the air. | of volcanic formation, with no trace of vegetable earth, and con- 
What becomes of them when drawn into the respira- | sequentlyof vegetation. 
tory cavities of animals? Is their vitality destroyed, and, 
if so, how are they got rid of? Are they ever capable of A TELEGRAM from Melbourne, dated February 17, states that 
undergoing any development within the organism, and do | Colonel Egerton Warburton has reached Perth, in Western 
they then exert any prejudicial influence on the recipient? | Australia, overland from Adelaide, having thus accomplished 
These and similar questions can only be answered by | the object of the exploring expedition on which he left Tennant’s 
means of patient and extended experiment, but even such Creek, north of Adelaide, in the centre of Australia, about 
imperfect and superficial obser vations as the present will, | twelve months ago. Colonel Warburton’s explorations embrace 
I trust, serve a useful purpose in clearing away a few of | , portion of the interior of Western Australia hitherto unknown. 
the preliminary obstacles from the path of investigation. The distance traversed is over 1,000 miles of longitude, the ex- 

_ pedition having been conducted by means of camels, and was fitted 
out by the munificent liberality of the Hon. Thomas Elder, M.L.C., 

NOTES and Mr. W. W. Hughes. Another expedition under Mr. Gosse, 

A SPECIAL General Meeting of the Linnean Society is to be an stalin vith horses at the expense of nM Gece ana aang 
held on Thursday, March 5, at 8 PMs " to consider alterations in difficulties caused by want of water and the barren nature of the the Bye-laws of the Society ;” when it is expected a full explana- country through which he passed, managed to reach as far as 
tion will be given of the reasons which induced the Council to E. long. 129° 59 in lat. 26° 32’ s. the total distance traversed 
make the alterations recently adopted by the Society, which met irrespective of numerous turnings and windings, being not less with such violent opposition from a small section of the Fellows. than 600 miles. His most notable discovery Was made in lat, 

it is understood that Mr. Bentham, who has occup ied the 25° 21’, long. 131° 14’, being a hill consisting of one solid rock (fine " chair of the Linnean Society for the past eleven years, will not conglomerate) or huge natural monolith two miles long, one 
offer himself for re-election at the ensuing anniversary, The id d f : ‘ . : eo . . ; . wide, and 1,100 feet high, with a spring coming from its centre; custom of the Society requires that the next president shall be a Mr. Gosse named it “Ayres Rock.” Both expeditions are 
Zoologist, but students of both branches of Biology will be glad highly creditable to the enterprise of South Australia, which, as 
to learn that Prof. Allman has allowed himself to be nominated. our readers know, has succeeded in carrying a line of telegraphy Few naturalists would bring to the office a wider, andfnone a right across the country, from Port Augusta to Port Darwin 
more sympathetic knowledge, , ° 

. THE enterprise of the Australian Colonies is producing reall 
Mr. HIND writes to the Zimes that he has recelved from valuable scientific results, as will be seen from the following Prof. Winnecke, Director of the Observatory at Strasburg, the telegram, dated Dec. 22, published in the Brisdanc Courier, 

following position of a comet discovered by him in the Constel- from Mr. G. Elphinstone Dalrymple, commander of the Queens- 
lation Vulp ecula on the morning of Saturday jast :—February | land North-east Exploring Expedition :—‘‘ The coasts, harbours, 20, at 17h 16™ 40° mean time—right ascension, 20h 35™ 34:25 ; inlets, navigable rivers, and creeks have been’ examined from north declination, 26 deg. o™ 468. The diurnal motion in right | Jatitude 18° 1 5° to 15° 15’ S. The Bellenden Kerr 
ascension is 9 increasing, and in declination x deg. 30™ towards mountain range has been successfully ascended, and found- 
the south. to be a complete ‘ razor back’ of granite. Palms were found on 

Pror.’ ASA Gray has been appointed to fill the Chair in the | the summit ; but although the botanical discoveries were interest- 
Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, previously occu- | 19g) they have not borne out all that was anticipated from them ; pied by the late Prof. Agassiz. 144 miles of soundings and 371 compass cross bearings have 

been taken in 19 navigable rivers and creeks of which the North THE Rev. Dr. Thomas William Jex-Blake, Principal of Chel- | and South Johnstone, the Mulgrave and Russell, drain the tenham College, has been elected Head-Master of Rugby School, } Bellenden Kerr range; the Mossman and Daintree drain the 
in succession to Dr. Hayman. Arthur Palmer range inside the Schnapper Island. This range 

A BARONETCY has been conferred upon Dr. George Burrows, is nearly “s lofty as the Bellende n Kerr, and is 25 miles ia F.R.S., President of the Royal College of Physicians, length. New rivers have been discovered penetrating a jungle- 
clad country of thoroughly tropical character, covered with a new WE would direct the attention of Palzontologists and others | rich soil suitable for sugar and other tropical cultivation. The who are specially interested in the Cephalopoda, to a paper by | extent of this country is roughly estimated at, in the aggresate | M. Munier-Chalmas, in the Comptes Rendus for Dec. 29, 1873, | half a million acres, thus at once placing Queensland on a par which is translated in the current number of the Anzals and | with other favoured tropical countries. Mr. Hill has collected Magazine of Natural History, in which, from a study of their | 3,000 botanical specimens, roots, and blecks of timber; 130 earliest stages, the generally accepted systematic position of the | shells of five genera and eight species; 42 specimen bags of Ammonitites and Goniatites is stated to be inaccurate, they | soils. Mr. Johnstone has collected 30 specimens of interesting being shown to be dibranciate decapoda allied to Spirula, and | birds, insects, and reptiles; and I have obtained 93 geological _ hot tetrabranchiata at all, specimens,”
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Tuk French Society of Geography and the Commission dele- | towards the insect until the glands reach it and suck its juices. 
gated by the Syndical Chambers of Commerce of Paris have | Inthe Naturalist for January is an account of Roth’s observa- 

instituted a ‘‘ Commission of Commercial Geography.” This | tions on the irritability of the sundew, made nearly a century 
Commission has for its object—1. To spread in France, either | ago. 
by education or by publications, information relating to commer- 

cial geography ; 2, To pursue the organisation or development, he tn before ws ih . fs ‘ umber of what seems to “ 
from an industrial and commercial point of view, of explorations habive » , a by Dr A ad Pa k “a o the Garden ; their 

in all quarters of the globe ; to take part in researches relative contains a yh w oodcuts aad a 1 i. ee number 
to existing routes or to create new ones ; 3. To point out the lished at 28 PP te It forms part of a work called © H1 tt bears 
natural riches and the manufacturing processes which may be with Insects,” to be complet & ind te alf hours 

utilised by commerce and industry; 4. To inquire into all ques- ? P 2 parts. 

tions relating not only to the development of French colonisa- AN advance sheet of the forthcoming number of Petermann’s 
tion, but also to the colonial systems of the various civilised | Mittheilungen contains an official account of the voyage of Count 
nations. The Commission is divided into four sections corre- | Wiltschek in the summer of 1872 to Spitzbergen and Novaya 
sponding to the above, and in the interval between the general | Zemlya in the yacht Jsbjdrn, the chief object of which was to 

meetings these sections hold stated séences for discussing ques- | plant a provision depét in the Arctic Sea for the Austro-Hunga- 

tions, their decisions being submitted to the approbation of the | rian expedition under Weyprecht and Payer in the Zegethof. 
Commission. The account contains some valuable observations on the ocean- 

Tue Paris Jardin d’ Acclimatisation has just received a flock of | Currents temperature, weather, wind, &ic. of the region, and the 
six magnificent male ostriches and twelve females presented to geoter a moray ony ; coections of the fauna and flora 
it by General Lacroix-Vaubors, who holds a high command in N hin 18 tk were mace, an ff otograpaic views were taken. 
Algeria. All attempts to breed these birds have hitherto | . othing 1s ie presen t of the Austro-Hungarian expedition 

proved futile, but a new attempt is to be made under the in the Zegethohy t ough i is Probable that she may be wintering 
sun of Provence. The six ostriches will not remain long somewhere on the coast of Siberia, 
in Paris, and are to leave soon for Hyeres, where the Acc!imati- THE Government of Peru have for some years been expend- 
sation Society possesses a large estate. ing vast sums of money in exploring the little known portions of 

THE Meteorological Society of France has decided upon Peru which lie “ the von of the Andes, and Sefer Raimo nd 
holding its next Biennial Exhibition at the Palais de Indus | * Senthe mano the Nighest Charattcrs as, ov olleve Larne 
trie, Champs Elysées : it is to be an International one. The me Govern ment, Deen also exploring the remote valleys between 

. . . the Cordilleras, and at the head waters of many of the rivers 
expenses being paid by the Government, no charge will be hich flow d the northern sl to the east lai k 
made for exhibiting. A special circular will be sent to the Waich How own the northern Stopes to me eastern piais; 8 Wor 

. . . in which he has been engaged for twenty years. The announcement 
English Society this year. is now made that the labours of Sefior Raimondi are to be uti- 
Tue Mew York Tribune in calling attention to the unauthentic | lised in the publication, by the Government, of a magnificent 

character of a story to the effect that the non-existence of the | illustrated work, which is to embrace a narrative of his explo- 

companion star of Procyon, and of all except two of the satel- | rations, and the result of all his researches upon the geography, 

lites of Uranus, had been determined by the new telescope at | natural history and climate of Peru. 
Washington, announces the first important result obtained from 
this instrument. The recent observations have resulted in the re- IN a ‘‘Note Additionelle,” by Mr. Albert Lancaster, of the 
discovery of the two smallest moons of Uranus, which have been Belgian Academy, to Mr. W. T, Brigham’s memoir on “* Volcanic 
not only distinctly seen on several occasions, but have actually Manifestations in New England, 1638—1870,” published by the 
been measured by Prof. Newcomb and his assistant, Prof. E. L. Boston Society of Natural History, the author records a number 

Holden. The two larger moons of Uranus, first discovered by | of earthquakes omitted in Mr, Brigham’s memoir. Taking all the 
Sir Wm. Herschel, are well-known objects, and can be seen recorded earthquakes in New England during the last three 
under favourable circumstances with any telescope of 12 in, | centuries, the author finds that ‘2 occurred yearly during the 
aperture. The two smallest were first discovered by Lassell, | Seventeenth century, 1'2 during the eighteenth, and 2:0 during 
about twenty years ago, through the fine instrument attached to the nineteenth, though on account of the imperfect data of the 
his private observatory near Liverpool; but his observations | seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, he thinks that 2'0 per 
were very unsatisfactory (scarcely, indeed, determining the exact | 42num may be taken as the average aunual number of earth- 
number of moons), and it was not until he renewed his re- | qUake phenomena in New England. If the number of earthquakes 
searches at Malta that he obtained any accurate indications. during the three centuries be examined in reference to the months 
Since that time, and until this re-discovery, no one has seen these in which they occurred, it will be found that there are two distinct 

satellites, and their detection and accurate observation through | Maxima and minima, both showing an equality almost to a unit ; 
the Washington instrument is gratifying evidence of its superior the former fall in February and November, the latter in April 

power. and September, and they are to each other as 36: I. Dinding 
. . . . the number of earthquakes according to the seasons in which they 

Mrs. Mary TREAT publishes in the American Naturalist for wee : i wi 
December 1873 a remarkable contribution to our knowledge of the occurred, * S found that nm ighty-seven occurred Penn fonty- 

sensitiveness of the leaves of the sundew, her experiments being aut an ne sac . urty-t tk in "tthe “r ole ical no y cutati n 
chiefly made on the large American species Drosera filiformis, 'N , ough 1s not yet known oO! the go's ° 
the leaves of which capture and kill mo:hs and butterflies two 0 ew England to enable us to explain these remarkable results, 

inches across. Her observa'ions are in accordance with those ee s nope’ that the researches . enable ae on PY 
already recorded on English species, that the motion of the ne U-S. geological officials may ere long enable us to do so, 
glands is excited only by organic substances, or if for a very THE existence of gigantic Cephalopoda in American waters 

short time by mineral substances, that the excitement passes off | has long been suspected, and at last a large specimen ofa 
almost immediately. The most astonishing of her observations | ‘‘squid,” or sepia, has been captured and preserved. The 
is, however, that when living flies are pinned at a distance of } measurements, as given by the Rev. M. Harvey, of St. John’s, 
half an inch from the apex of the leaf, the leaf actually bends | Newfoundland, are, length of body, 7 ft. ; circumference, 5 ft. ;
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side of whichis the collodionised plate which fits water-tight | portion of an ignited coal-gas flame issuing from an ordinary 

against the other sides by means of india-rubber packing. There bat's-wing burner was allowed to stream upwards across the end 

is a tube passing into this box through which first the ordinary | of the tin tube, from which the sound-wave issues. A portion 

silver solution is poured, and then by laying the collodionised | of the sound-wave, issuing from the latter, was reflected at the 

plate downwards it is covered by the'solution and sensitised’; this | limiting surfaces of the heated layer; and a part being trans- 

is then drawn off, and the box, which is contained in a suitable | mitted through it, was now only competent to slightly agitate the 

holder, placed on the telescope and exposed by drawing away sensitive flame. 

the non-actinic glass cover in front. After exposure the The heated layer was then placed at such an angle that the 

coloured glass is replaced, the box removed and developed by | reflected portion of the sound-wave was sent through a second 

pouring’in the solution in the same manner as the silver, in the | tin tube (of the same dimensions as the above), and its action 

meantime watching the plate through the coloured glass ; the rendered visible by its causing a second sensitive flame placed at 

washing is then proceeded with in the same manner.—Dr. Stein | the end of the tube to become violently affected. This action 

roposes to use this method for photographing the transit of | continued so long as the heated layer intervened ; but upon its 

Venus,—Prof. Schmidt contributes a paper on the rotation | withdrawal the first-mentioned sensitive flame, receiving the 

of Jupiter, in which he discusses all the old observations of | whole of the direct pulse, became again violently agitated, and 

Cassini and others. From his list we gain that these observers | at the same moment the second sensitive flame, ceasing to be 

differed to the amount of 6™, the minimum being 94 50™, and the affected, resumed its former tranquillity. , 

maximum gb 56". From Prof. Schmidt’s observations in 1873, Feb. 19.—-‘‘ On the Number of Figures in the Period of the 

he obtains a period of gh 56™ 72%. Reciprocat of every Pame Number below 17,000,” by William 

Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles, Dec. 15, 1873.— anks, Houghton-le-Spring, Durham. . 

In this number a short opening notice of M. de la Rive is fol- ‘On an Instrurient for the Composition of the Harmonic 

lowed by an article by M. Wiedemann, being an extract from Curves,” by E. A. Donkin, Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford. 

) oa ws : : . <¢Qn the Absorption of Carbonic Acid by Saline Solutions,” 

his recent work on elliptic polarisation of light, and its relations b Vv. Buch hemi 
, 

with the superficial colours of bodies. The author shows that y J. Y. Buchanan, chemist on board H.M.S. Challenger. 

superficial colours change considerably with the nature (indices Linnean Society, Feb. 19.—J. Gwyn Jeffreys in the chair. 

of refraction) of the substances in contact with which they are | —The chairman announced that a Special General Meeting of 

produced ; and colours the most strongly reflected present gene- | the Society would be held on Thursday, March 5, at 8 P.M., to 

rally the most intense elliptic polarisation, provided the reflec- | consider alterations in the Bye-laws of the Society.” The 

tion occurs in air or in vacuo. The principal angles of incidence | following papers were read :—Systematic list of the Spiders at 

undergo the most rapid modifications for wave-lengths corre- | present known to inhabit Great Britain and Ireland, by the Rev. 

sponding nearly to the bands of absorption, M. Wiedemann’s | 0, P. Cambridge.—Some observations on the vegetable produc- 

work elucidates the connection between the phenomena of bodies | tions and rural economy of the province of Baghdad, by Surgeon- 

with superficial colours and the principal angles of incidence and | major W. H. Colvill.—Note on the Bracts of Crucifers, by Dr. 

relations of amplitude.—Dr. Hermann Miiller’s recent interests M. T. Masters. 

ing work on fertilisation of flowers b insects is reviewed in a . . 
. 

paper which gives a succinct résumé ye the principal results.— Z oolegical Sore ’ Feb. Bi 7.—George, Busk, ERS. f the 

M. Plantamour furnishes an account of the proceedings of the Poe ent, in the chair, Mr, Busk exhibited some Stul® © the 

1 . . iger and leopard from China, procured by Mr. R. Swinhoe, 

Meteorological Congress held at Vienna in 1873, and the circum- aed showed that those from the n thern and th 

stances which led to it.—There is also a note on the early deve- | |. did not aC m e oi ; L an re ern pro- 

t Geryonides, by M. Fol; and this is followed by the vinces did not appear to be specifically distinct. commit. 

lopment of Nery 3 , tion was read from Mr. L. Taczanowski, Conservator of the 

usual scientific summary. 
Museum of Warsaw, containing the descriptions of twenty-four 

Ocean Highways, February.—About one-third of this number | new birds, obtained by Mr. Constantine Jelski in Central Peru. 

is occupied by a paper by Captain R. F. Burton, describing | Amongst these was a new Cotingine form, proposed to be 

‘Two Trips on the Gold Coast,” the first being to the Beaulah | called Dolyornis sclateri, and four new humming-birds named 

Gardens and Agrimanti Hills, and the second along the shore to respectively Metallura hedvise, Helianthea dichroura, Erio- 

the Volta River. The paper, which is written in Captain Bur- | cxemis sapphiropygia and Lampraster branickii— A. ommunica- 

ton’s characteristic and attractive style, and illustrated by | tion was read from Sir Victor Brooke, Bart., describing a new 

two maps, is full of information, and will no doubt prove in- | species of Gazelle, founded on two specimens living in the 

teresting to many at the present time. An article on the Bengal | Society’s Menagerie, which he proposed to call Gazella musca- 

Famine recounts the principal Indian famines from 1661 to the | ¢evsés.—A communication was read from Dr. T. Schomburgh, 

present time, and shows how much could be done to foresee and Director of the Botanic Gardens, Adelaide, containing an account 

obviate the consequences of famine by a more scientific investi- | of the habits of the Australian Coote (Fulica australis) as ob- 

gation of the laws which regulate meteorological phenomena. | served in the Gardens under his charge.—Mr. E. Ward exe 

The article is accompanied by a map showing the extent of the | hibited the head of a supposed new species of Wild Sheep, 

famine districts. In a short article on ‘* Wyche’s Land,” called | from Ladak, which he proposed to name Ovis brookei, after Sir 

by the Germans after King Karl of Wurtemburg, it is shown | Victor Brooke.—Dr. J. E. Gray, F. R.S., communicated some 

satistactorily, we think, that the honour of the discovery, by | notes on the Crocodile of Madagascar, which he proposed to 

right, belongs to Edge’s expedition in 1617, and that the name | distinguish from Crocodilus vulgaris of Continental Africa, and 

then imposed should remain unchanged. Some interesting | to call Crocodilus madagascariensis. —A coramunication was read 

details are given of Richard Wyche or Wiche, the London mer- | from Mr. W.N. Lockington, of Humboldt County, California, 

chant, who did much to encourage early discovery. Other | containing some notes on the mammals and birds met with in 

articles are on ‘‘ European Emigration, to the Argentive Re: that part of the State of California. 

publie,” and on the “ Provindah Trade,” or trace & Tie tee, | Mathematical Society, | Pep. 12,—Dr. Hirst, F.RS. 

merchants, who are the channels of communication between president, in the chain Diof, Clifford gave in some detail 2 

India and Central Asia. 
statement of the views advanced in his paper on the foundations 

——— 

of dynamics. —-A discussion ensued, in which 
Messrs. Wilkinso®, 

Moulton, Cayley, Roberts, and G. H. Lewes took part.—Mr. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES Clifford ‘having answered questions 
and replied to jection 

iet b. 12.—‘* On the Division of Sound by a | proceeded next to give an account of a paper on the free motion 

layer oF fame or Pete gas, into a reflected and a transmitted | ofa solid in elliptic space. —Owing to the lateness of the hour a 

portion,” by John Cottrell, Assistant in the Physical Laboratory | paper by Mr. C. J. Monro, entitled ‘ Note on the Inversion of 

of the Royal Institution; communicated by Prof. Tyndall, | Bernoulli's Theorem in Probabilities, was taken as read. Under 

F.RS 
4 the name of Bernont . sth heorem are comprehended two 

A vibrati ‘ned in a padded box was directed so as eorems which, with a little licence, we may distinguish as the 

to A tte sound-wave through a tin tube and its action ren- ‘deductive and the inductive. The deductive theorem assumes 

dered manifest by its causing @ sensitive flame placed at a dis- the constant probability 2 of a given result on a single trial, and 

tance in the direction of the sound-wave to become violently | determines the probability P that on 7 trials the result will be 

‘tated 
produced from # —ito mp + itimes, or from x — / to % +4, 

*eThe “invisible heated layer immediately above the luminous | if ~ is the greatest integer in mp + p. The inductive thedrem
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hollows lying between the Portpatrick coast and the north-east New Haven, U.S. , 

of Ireland, and between Anglesea and the coast south of Dublin, Connecticut Academy, Dec. 17, 1873.—Prof. Lyman 

were attributed to the increased erosive action of the ice-sheets president, in the chair.—Prof. Marsh, of Yale College, | 

due to the narrowness of the channel at these points.—Mr. | gave an account of the explorations of his party in ai { 

Andrew Taylor gave a description of the course of the River | Rocky Mountains and on the Pacific Coast during the t { 

Almond, near Edinburgh, and stated that that river followed, at | season. The first explorations this year were mader in - 

various places, which he specified, lines of ‘ faults.” the Pliocene deposits near the Niobrara River. Owing to 

MANCHESTER hostile Indians, the explorations of the party here were at- 

Literary and Philosophical Society, Feb. 3—Physical and tended with mach difficulty and danger, but were on the whole 

Mathematical Section.—Alfred Brothers, F,R.A.S., President of quite successful. f any new animals were discovered, and ample 

the Section, in the chair.—‘‘On the Theory of the Tides,” by material secured for a full investigation of those previously known 

David Winstanley. 
from that region. Asecond expedition was made in August from 

Vid stax mith, F.R.S., V.P., in the chair—‘‘The | Fort Bridger, Wyeming, and large collections of Eocene fossil 
Northern Range of the Basques,” by W. Boyd Dawkins, F.R.S. vertebrates were obtained, especially of the Dinocerata, Quad- 

The northern extension of the Basque race from their present boun- | [“707°% and Chiroptera, which had first been brought to light 

dary, in ancient times, is demonstrated by the convergent testi- by the researches of the party in previous years. A third trip 

mony of history, ethnology, and the researches into caves and | ° made in September to the tertiary beds of Idaho and 

tombs, In the Iberian peninsula the Basque populations (Vas- Oregon, where some interesting discoveries were made. 

cones) of the west are defined from the Celtic of the east by the PaRIS 

Celtiberi inhabiting modern Castille. In Czesar’s time, the Academy of Sciences, Feb. 16,—M. Bertrand in the chair. 

Aquitani were surrounded on every side, except the south, by | —The following papers were read :—On the acid waters which 

the Celtze, extending as far north as the Seine, as far to the east | flow from the volcanoes of the Cordilleras, by M. Boussingault 

as Switzerland and the plains of Lombardy, and southwards, | —On a mechanical equation corresponding to the equation | 

through the valley of the Rhone and the region of the Volsce, w7Q | 

over the Eastern Pyrenees into Spain. The district round the JS a = %% by M. R. Clausius. This was a paper relating to 

Phoczean colony of Marseilles was inhabited by Ligurian tribes, i : : 
who held the region between the river Po and the Gulf o fi those of M. A. Ledieu on the same subject which have recently 

Genoa, as far as the western boundary of Etruria, and who been read.— Report on a meno, by M. Marey, on the point of 
’ ’ i i 

probably extended to the west along the coast of Southern Gaul action of a wing on ns ake Moe =P orter.—E tere ct | 

as far as the Pyrenees. The ancient population of Sardinia is | origin and their vaso-motor centre ve the rachidi er balb, by 

stated by Pausanias to be of Libyan extraction, while that of | M.A. Vulpian.—New topographical chart of M BI uel 

C ,sica is described by Seneca as Ligurian and Iberian. The " 1 pograP ont branc on @ 

Basques, or Ligurians, are the oldest inhabitants, in their re- scale of __——, by M. E. Viollet-Leduc.—M. Ad. Chatin ad- | 

spective districts, known to the historian ; while the Celts appear d ie oa On and : . . 

as invaders. We may be tolerably certain that the Basques held vanced bis paper \n androgenée. compared with organogenesis” 

France and Spain before the invasion of the Celts, and that the another stage. "On tne action of soft waters on metallic lead, by 

non-Aryan peoples were cut asunder, and certain parts of them he te yh ttec and Bergeret. h Electrolysis was psed by the 

left—Ligurians, Sikani, and in part Sardinians and Corsicans~~ a ors ‘ot or cia tl <i ii as t FY Ohey fou, 7. phuretted hy- | 

as ethnological islands, marking, so to speak, an ancient Basque rogen not sufficiently delicate. ey found galena slightly | 

non-Aryan continent which had been submerged by the Celtic soluble in water by long boiling —On the preservation of wood 

populations advancing steadily westwards. The Celtic and by the hi or cup fs sul ha tes PY Ms Boucherie.” Facts illustrat- 

Belgic invasion of Gaul repeated itself, as might be expected, in fon i ‘8 re \ eas 1 y ula b M uizen re Or na an 

Britain. Just as the Celts pushed back the Iberian population t det ton ol *aylors densiti 4 bl M ong This method 

of Gaul as far south as Aquitania, and swept round it into Spain, ous odific ate vap . th ot 1 y d TOWEDO!S. aes eee 

so they crossed over the Channel and overran the greater por- of the + Mication °b at wine he Obeer observing the etice 

tion of Britain, until the Silures, identified by Tacitus with the ee vee ‘the 3 et tu t eodi Sevan on De oo 

Iberians, were left onlyin those fastnesses that formed subsequently oe Cop *t "Thic w ydrates of soaic lat phates, by rl C. 

a bulwark for the Brit-Welsh against the English invaders. The «0 a "Ge feu an vole” to; ate ad by M. Set 

Basque non-Aryan blood is still to be traced in the dark-haired, |\ n the ‘‘antifermentescible and anfiputy properiies © 

black-eyed, small, oval-featured peoples in our own country in Solutions of chloral hydrate, by MM. Dujardin-Beaumetz and 

the region of the Silures, where the hills have afforded shelter to irne.—On the method of respiration in certain fish having. 

the Basque populations from the invaders. The small swarthy labyrinthaform pharynx, by M. Carbonnier.—On the fossils 

Welshman of Denbighshire is, in every respect, except dress and Fisch ‘ "On Ca pe Verde Islands by x , de Coss , py a F : 

language, identical with the Basque peasant of the Western cher.—On the movements of the choropay: am ithe Selagi- 

Pyrenees, at Bagnéres de Bigorre. The small dark-haired elec at by M. Ed. Privieux. ne the relations between thermo- 

people of Ireland, and especially those to the west of the | °<~ th prope “idly “A, stalline form, de M. C, Friedel —On 

Shannon, according to Dr. Thurnam and Professor Huxley, are i mé b b aut an a oot AS vineyatcs threatened by phyl- 

also of Iberian derivation, and, singularly enough, there is a oxera by the introduction o° “ menican vine“? by M. H. Bouschet. 
legendary connection be tween that island and Sp ain. The —On anesthesia produced by the injection of chlora], by M. Ore. 

human remains from the chambered tombs as well as the river. || ———_————————_——rOoO'"= 

eds prove that the non-Aryan population spread over the whole 

of Ireland as well as the whole of Britain. The evidence offered | 7,15 RoruamsTED pcmeu aN eS sions P at 

by an appeal to history and ethnology, as to the former | Dr. Livincstone. ©. 5 + toe 318 : 

northern extent of the Basque peoples, is confirmed by an exa- | Post-Tartiary Grotocy, I. By A. H. GReen 318 

mination of the human remains in the Neolithic caves and tombs, rue Book SHELF. . - 338 i 

scattered throughout the area under consideration. The dis- BT enlogical Nomenclature —F. P.Pasconh . - +s. 321 | 

coveries in the caves of Gibraltar and of the Spanish mainland The so-called ‘« Meteor-cloud ” of Feb, 5.—J. J. Plummer 322 | 

prove that a small long-headed race, with delicate features and Aboriginal Australian Artists. —G. KrereT 322 

orthognathic profile identical with the Basques who buried their Rainbow and its Reflection. G. Dawson | 

dead in the modern cemetery of Guipuscoa, ranged throughout Volcanoes and the Earth’s Crust—J. J. Murrny .. 322 | 

the Peninsula, using with indifference caves and chambered The Use of Terms in Cryptogamic Botany.—A. W. BENNETT 323 

tumuli for their tombs, Andon the same grounds their former Top etre Experiment Me Tewusrrations. By G. P. Tatr 323 
en : ER ON M ° .r. o 4 2 : 

range though France Ban and Teland is demonstrated od | Dessay o gn Vy W Sormaweoby Beas RS 
elgium. e present time the Basque th Illustrati Se a es 

blood asserts itself in the physique of certain isolated popu. THe Haast ano Ti SpuycmocrarH. By A. H. Garrop (With 8 

ations, and within the historic period is demonstrated to have stration). oes. te ncHES AMONG THE PATUANS. 

been more strongly defined, and BS have occupied larger areas, Oy eeucuo Mactay's RESEARCHES “ens ue PAPOANS: 328 

and lastly " the prehistoric period to have formed one con- Microscopic EXAMINATIONS OF Air. By D. D, CUNNINGHAM, M.B. 330 

uous race from the Pillars of Hercules, as far north as Scot- | Saawriric SERIALS 33% 
: Screntiric SERIALS . + 33 

land, and as far to the east as Belgium. SociETIES AND ACADEMIRS 3 |
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